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Abstract
Downhole microseismic monitoring is a widely used tool for the assessment of hydraulic
fracturing job effectiveness. During the process of fluid injection into the reservoir, new fractures develop due to the induced pressure, which gives rise to microseismic events. Therefore,
the knowledge of an accurate velocity model is necessary in order to locate the induced microseismic events. Subsurface complexity is often raised by a horizontal layering, an intrinsic anisotropy of shales, and aligned fracture sets. That introduces anisotropic effects into the velocity
field. In such a case, the anisotropy should be taken into account during the velocity model
building. Otherwise, some errors will be introduced into the microseismic event locations, and
hence, the interpretation of treatment effects will be biased. Therefore, this thesis is devoted to
the anisotropy estimation using downhole microseismic data. It examines possible location errors caused when the anisotropy effect is not considered and proposes a technique of anisotropic
velocity model inversion. It also presents field data examples of anisotropic model building and
fractures characterization.
In this thesis, I introduce a new technique for anisotropic (VTI) velocity model inversion
based on traveltimes of the P-, SH-, and SV-waves onsets and probabilistic event location algorithm. This is followed by synthetic studies showcasing errors expected in microseismic event
locations when anisotropy is neglected. In addition, a feasibility study of performing quasi-realtime anisotropic velocity model inversion during an ongoing hydraulic fracturing job is included.
Then, I present two different applications of the developed methodologies to the field data
from a downhole microseismic survey that was carried out to monitor hydraulic fracturing in
the Lower Paleozoic gas-bearing shales in Lubocino well, Northern Poland. In the first application, the VTI anisotropic velocity model inversion using the traveltimes of perforation shots
is applied. The accuracy of the model provides high-quality locations of microseismic events
induced during the hydraulic treatment. Then, the locations become a basis for a detailed stageby-stage evaluation of the stimulation performance and provide information about geological
units that were successfully fractured.
In the second application, I utilize shear-wave splitting (SWS) measurements to reveal
weak azimuthal (HTI) anisotropy caused by aligned fractures. The HTI is dominated by
stronger VTI fabric produced by the alignment of anisotropic platy clay minerals and by thin
horizontal layering. I perform the rock-physics model inversion based on SWS measurements
to finally obtain an orthorhombic stiffness tensor, which links the dominant VTI fabric with
HTI anisotropy produced by the presence of aligned vertical natural fracture sets in the shalegas reservoir.
Finally, based on both synthetic and real data examples, it is concluded that taking the
anisotropy into account during the velocity model building in downhole applications always
enhances the accuracy of microseismic event locations, and hence, raises the quality of the final
assessment of hydraulic fracturing operation. It is also demonstrated that the proposed VTI
anisotropic velocity model inversion can be implemented on-site during an ongoing industry
operation.
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ESTYMACJA ANIZOTROPII ŁUPKÓW DOLNEGO PALEOZOIKU
Z POMORZA Z WYKORZYSTANIEM DANYCH MIKROSEJSMICZNYCH

Streszczenie
Otworowy monitoring mikrosejsmiczny jest narzędziem szeroko stosowanym do oceny
efektywności zabiegu szczelinowania hydraulicznego wykorzystywanego do intensyfikacji
wydobycia gazu z łupków. Do lokalizacji wstrząsów mikrosejsmicznych, które są indukowane
w momencie szczelinowania formacji łupkowych, konieczna jest znajomość pola prędkości fal
sejsmicznych. Czynniki takie jak: różnorodność warstw skalnych, pierwotne uwarstwienie
sedymentacyjne skał łupkowych czy obecność systemów spękań zwiększają złożoność górotworu. W odniesieniu do pola prędkości, powyższe czynniki skutkują obecnością anizotropii i
tym samym zwiększają stopień skomplikowania pola prędkości. Konsekwentnie anizotropia
powinna być uwzględniona podczas budowy pola prędkości fal sejsmicznych. Nieuwzględnienie anizotropii w obliczaniu lokalizacji wstrząsów mikrosejsmicznych może wprowadzać błędy
w lokalizacji, przyczyniając się do niepoprawnej oceny efektywności zabiegu szczelinowania
hydraulicznego. Niniejsza praca skupia się na zagadnieniu określania anizotropii przy wykorzystaniu danych z otworowego monitoringu mikrosejsmicznego. Rozprawa proponuje nową
metodykę inwersji anizotropowego modelu prędkości. Analizowane są także błędy lokalizacji
wstrząsów mikrosejsmicznych powodowane brakiem uwzględnienia efektów anizotropowych
w opisie pola prędkości. Rozważania teoretyczne poparte są aplikacjami omawianych narzędzi
do rzeczywistych danych z monitoringu mikrosejsmicznego w celu inwersji anizotropowego
modelu prędkości oraz wyznaczania parametrów obecnych w górotworze systemów spękań.
W niniejszej pracy prezentuję nową metodykę inwersji anizotropowego (VTI) modelu
prędkości fal sejsmicznych opartej na czasach pierwszych wstąpień fal P, SH i SV oraz algorytm
lokalizacji wstrząsów sejsmicznych w domenie prawdopodobieństwa wraz z ich implementacją
w postaci kodów obliczeniowych. Następnie przedstawiam modelowania opisujące ilościowo
błędy lokalizacji, których należy się spodziewać w przypadku braku uwzględnienia anizotropii
w modelu prędkości. W celu przetestowania efektywności proponowanej metodyki w warunkach polowych przeprowadzam test symulujący użycie opracowanych kodów obliczeniowych
równocześnie z trwającym szczelinowaniem hydraulicznym pod kątem uzyskiwania interpretacji wyników monitoringu na bieżąco.
Kolejnymi elementami pracy są dwa zastosowania przedstawionych metod do danych z
otworowego monitoringu mikrosejsmicznego prowadzonego podczas szczelinowania hydraulicznego dolnopaleozoicznych łupków gazonośnych Pomorza w otworze Lubocino. Pierwsza z
aplikacji przedstawia inwersję anizotropowego (anizotropia polarna typu VTI) modelu
prędkości z wykorzystaniem czasów pierwszych wstąpień strzałów perforacyjnych. Dzięki inwersji precyzyjnego modelu możliwe staje się przeprowadzenie wysokiej jakości lokalizacji
wstrząsów mikrosejsmicznych, indukowanych w wyniku szczelinowania hydraulicznego. Daje
to podstawy do przeprowadzenia drobiazgowej oceny efektywności zabiegu szczelinowania i
uzyskania odpowiedzi na pytanie, które jednostki geologiczne zostały efektywnie zeszczelinowane. W kolejnym eksperymencie na danych rzeczywistych badam zjawisko rozszczepienia
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fali poprzecznej w ośrodku anizotropowym w celu analizy anizotropii azymutalnej (HTI) generowanej przez system równoległych spękań pionowych. Anizotropia azymutalna zdominowana
jest przez silniejszą anizotropię (VTI) generowaną przez teksturę skał łupkowych oraz cienkie
warstwowanie poziome ośrodka skalnego. W oparciu o obserwacje zjawiska rozszczepienia fali
S przeprowadzam inwersję modelu geomechanicznego. Wynikiem jest otrzymany ortorombiczny tensor sztywności, który łączy w swoim opisie dominującą anizotropię polarną (VTI) ze
słabszą anizotropią azymutalną (HTI), powodowaną obecnością szczelin.
Na podstawie przeprowadzonych rozważań teoretycznych oraz pomyślnego zastosowania
stworzonej metodyki do danych rzeczywistych stwierdzam, że uwzględnianie anizotropii podczas budowy modelu prędkości fal sejsmicznych dla zastosowań otworowego monitoringu
mikrosejsmicznego każdorazowo zwiększa precyzję lokalizacji wstrząsów mikrosejsmicznych.
W konsekwencji, przyczynia się to do poprawy jakości końcowej oceny efektywności zabiegu
szczelinowania hydraulicznego. W oparciu o przeprowadzone symulacje dowodzę również, że
stosowanie proponowanej metodyki inwersji anizotropowego (VTI) modelu prędkości jest
możliwe na bieżąco w warunkach polowych i może być wykorzystywane podczas trwającego
zabiegu szczelinowania hydraulicznego.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Microseismic monitoring – what is it?
Both natural and anthropogenic phenomena like volcanic activity, mining or oil and gas exploration generate small earthquakes. Comparing to regular tectonic earthquakes, which can sometimes be felt or even have a devastating impact, those are most often unnoticeable for human
tiny-magnitudes events with moment magnitudes below 0. Those small earthquakes are called
micro-earthquakes or microseismic events. Despite their relatively tiny scale, valuable information about the subsurface can be inferred from their distribution, mechanisms, and occurrence in time. For example, in mining, they can be used as rockbursts indicators. In the case of
artificial water reservoirs, the microseismic activity can be used to assess the reaction of rock
masses to increased pressure. To monitor those phenomena sparse network of seismometers
designed for global seismology is not enough, due to limited detectability. However, a dedicated, local network of sensitive seismic instruments can be used to record those events and
provide valuable information about the phenomena occurring in the subsurface. For example,
a string of seismometers a few hundred meters away from a target shale formation during a hydraulic fracturing may provide information about, e.g., locations of induced microseismic
events and time evolution of fractures in a stimulated rock volume. This concept is illustrated
in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A concept of a downhole microseismic monitoring of hydraulic fracturing treatment. Hydraulic
stimulation induces microseismic events (dots in different colors) along generated fractures. The energy
being released propagates through the subsurface and can be recorded by the geophones. Source:
https://www.esgsolutions.com/sites/esgsolutions.com/files/img/microseismic-fracture-mappingesgsmall.jpg (accessed on 5 February 2019).
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The energy released during fracture opening or other phenomena acting as a seismic source
(see “microseismic events” in Fig. 1) generates seismic waves, which propagate in the subsurface. The wave field is recorded by ground motion sensors located in the monitoring boreholes,
mine tunnels or at the surface (see “geophones” in Fig. 1). These events, lasting milliseconds,
have to be identified on multiple receivers in hours-long records containing different origin
events and background noise. An event’s location can be calculated based on observed time
differences of various seismic waves arrivals at available receivers. The location accuracy depends on the precision of seismic waves arrivals picking in time and on the knowledge about
parameters characterizing the subsurface (layering, seismic waves velocities, and anisotropy)
between the source and the receivers. Then the information inferred from microseismic activity
can be interpreted to conclude on phenomena taking place in the subsurface.
1.2 The aims of this thesis
In this thesis, I develop new techniques of subsurface characterization which enhance microseismic monitoring performance in the context of hydraulic fracturing. Particularly, new techniques of seismic velocities and anisotropy estimation in shales using downhole microseismic
data are developed. Successful recognition of the character and the strength of the anisotropy
complements a knowledge about parameters of the subsurface. On the one hand, knowing the
seismic anisotropy can affect the accuracy of event locations by enhancing the velocity model
precision (Yu and Shapiro 2014). On the other hand, measurements of the azimuthal anisotropy
may be used to image aligned fracture systems (Schoenberg and Sayers 1995) or provide information about the orientation of the in situ stress tensor (Verdon and Wüstefeld 2013).
In the field data applications included in this thesis, a detailed study of the anisotropy allows to map microseismic events induced during a hydraulic fracturing accurately and reveals
information about fractures existing in the shale gas reservoir what improves the quality of a
final microseismic monitoring interpretation.
The thesis is concentrated on the following two hypotheses applicable to microseismic
monitoring:
1) Accounting for anisotropy during the process of velocity model building enhances
the accuracy of microseismic events locations. A single anisotropic model performs
better than a set of isotropic models constructed individually for selected model space
(e.g., an area of a single fracturing stage during hydraulic treatment in a shale gas
reservoir where anisotropy should be expected);
2) Shear-wave splitting phenomenon occurring in the microseismic records can be utilized to measure the azimuthal anisotropy and estimate fracture density and their orientation within the reservoir.
In order to support those two hypotheses I show synthetic examples and field data applications. First, I present a comparison of microseismic event locations errors resulting from isotropic and anisotropic velocity models inversions, providing means for real data inversion to
follow.
Next, the Lubocino case study presents a complete procedure from the initial data processing of the microseismic dataset up to the interpretation of the obtained results. The workflow starts from standard microseismic data processing. Then a 1D velocity model accounting
for effective VTI anisotropy (vertical transverse isotropy) is to build and used to accurately map
locations of microseismic events induced during the hydraulic fracturing improving the quality
of treatment performance evaluation, which is one of the major tasks of microseismic monitoring.
Afterward, measurements of significantly strong shear-wave splitting observed in waveforms of microseismic events are taken. Finally, the obtained VTI parameters together with
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shear-wave splitting measurements are utilized in an inversion of an orthorhombic stiffness
tensor to identify azimuthal anisotropy revealing information about density and orientation of
vertical fracture sets within a dominating VTI media in the shale-gas reservoir.
The most important new technique I developed here is an anisotropic VTI velocity model
inversion accounting for traveltimes of all three waves P, SH, and SV, and providing seismic
velocities for each layer defined in the model and Thomsen’s anisotropic parameters. Other
secondary developments are a probabilistic event location algorithm allowing for more reliable
assessment of a stimulation performance and a successful application of shear-wave splitting
observations for an orthorhombic stiffness tensor inversion by using constraints on VTI fabric
parameters derived from different methods in challenging narrow-azimuth observation environment, where weaker azimuthal anisotropy is dominated by VTI fabric.
1.3 Summary of the following chapters
The thesis is composed of five chapters following this Introduction:
Chapter “Theory” provides a theoretical introduction into well established principles and
methods being used throughout the thesis and their recent advances such as the phenomena of
seismic wave propagation, the definition of anisotropy and its influence on seismic wave propagation, shear-wave splitting and its applications, techniques of velocity model inversion and
earthquake location, etc.
In Chapter “Developed methodology and synthetic examples” I describe new methods created by me or already established methods but modified by me, which are used in this research,
supplemented with their synthetic tests. A new technique for anisotropic velocity model inversion and probabilistic event location algorithm are introduced. It also contains a synthetic study
of expected errors in microseismic event locations when anisotropic media is represented by
a number of isotropic models, which is a standard procedure in the industry together with a feasibility study of quasi-real-time anisotropic velocity model inversion during an ongoing hydraulic fracturing job.
Then two field data applications of developed methodologies are presented in the next two
chapters. “Building an anisotropic velocity model for microseismic events location” presents
a workflow towards the accurate location of events induced during the hydraulic fracturing. The
complete data processing scheme starts with data filtering, perforation shots identification, and
event detection. The key point is a VTI anisotropic velocity model inversion using the traveltimes of perforation shots. The accuracy of the model provides high-quality locations of microseismic events induced during the hydraulic treatment, which become a basis for a detailed
stage-by-stage evaluation of the stimulation performance and provide information about successfully fractured geological units.
In Chapter “Estimating fracture parameters based on shear-wave splitting” shear-wave
splitting measurements are utilized to reveal weak HTI anisotropy dominated by stronger VTI
fabric produced by the alignment of anisotropic platy clay minerals and by thin horizontal layering. The rock-physics model inversion based on shear-wave splitting measurements is constrained by background VTI parameters from other geophysical methods: microseismic
velocity model inversion (previous chapter), 3D reflection seismic, and borehole cross-dipole
sonic logs. Finally, an orthorhombic stiffness tensor is inverted, linking the dominant VTI fabric
with HTI anisotropy produced by the presence of aligned vertical fracture sets in the shale-gas
reservoir.
In the last chapter I summarize the thesis with conclusions.
The majority of the content of this thesis has been already published as articles or extended
abstracts with me being the first author in all of them. Both described field data applications
have been published as a two-part peer-reviewed article in Interpretation, in a special issue
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titled Characterization of potential Lower Paleozoic shale resource play in Poland, and Chapters 4 and 5 are their elaborated versions, respectively: Gajek et al. (2018b,c).
Some of the newly developed methodologies with fragments of field applications have
been published as extended abstract from well-recognized among oil and gas industry researchers EAGE conferences: Gajek et al. (2016, 2017, 2018a).
1.4 Geological setting
Gas-bearing shale formations in Poland are Lower Paleozoic shales deposited on the margin of
the East European Craton. They occupy three different basins, Baltic, Podlasie, and Lublin,
which differ in terms of their tectonic deformation (Fig. 2).
The study area of this research belongs to the Baltic Basin, which is the most prospective
area for unconventional resources in shale formations (Podhalańska et al. 2016). It is located
near Lubocino, Northern Poland, in the former exploration block of the Polish Oil and Gas
Company (PGNIG SA), where one of the first hydraulic fracturing treatments of gas-bearing
shales in Europe was carried out in 2013.

Fig. 2. Location of the study area. Lubocino – red dot, locations of the Lower Paleozoic sedimentary
basins (Baltic, Lublin, and Podlasie) and lateral extent of the Lower Silurian and Upper Ordovician shale
formations in Poland. (a) Contours of the Republic of Poland in Europe, and (b) location on the Lower
Paleozoic sedimentary basins in Poland and area of occurrence of the Lower Silurian and Upper Ordovician shales (after Poprawa 2010; Cyz and Malinowski 2018).
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The TOC-rich, most promising intervals with high contents of organic matter (type II kerogen) and silica are the Lower Silurian shales (Jantar member) and the Upper Ordovician shales
(Sasino formation) (Krzemiński and Poprawa 2006; Modliski and Podhalaska 2010; Poprawa
2010). However, their thickness is limited to 40 m altogether, and they are deeply buried (at
almost 3 km depth) which makes their exploitation challenging. Gas-bearing shale intervals are
separated with an 8 m thick barrier made of marls called Prabuty formation. They are capped
by shales belonging to the Pelplin and Paslek formations and limited by Kopalino limestones
from the bottom. Deviated borehole Lubocino 2H was drilled into the thicker gas-bearing Sasino formation and hydraulic fracturing was performed (6 stages).
1.5 Data used in this research
The data were provided by PGNiG in the frame of the SHALEMECH project. It consists of
a dataset from downhole microseismic monitoring from Lubocino 1 (or L1) observation well
located nearby the treatment well Lubocino 2H (or L2H) (Fig. 3), geophysical well logs and
reports from service company responsible for on-site microseismic monitoring during the hydraulic fracturing job. As a test site, the vertical Lubocino 1 well was well-probed with many
geophysical and geologic measurements, including sonic logs, gamma, density, and rich dataset
of core samples.
In order to monitor microseismic activity during the hydraulic treatment of the horizontal
Lubocino 2H well, an 11-receiver string equipped with three-component geophones was installed in a vertical Lubocino 1 observation well 150–300 m above the target shale formation
and 250–700 m horizontally from the perforation shots. The instrument spacing was 15 m, and
the length of a tool was 150 m (Fig. 4). The sampling frequency was 2666,(6) Hz.

Fig. 3. Detailed surface location of vertical observation well Lubocino 1 – blue dot labeled 1; surface
location of horizontal treatment well Lubocino 2H – blue dot labeled 2; projection of Lubocino 2H
trajectory – blue line; and locations of all 16 perforation shots – purple dots. Source:
https://www.google.com/maps.
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Fig. 4. Vertical cross-section showing microseismic monitoring geometry. Borehole trajectory – yellow
solid line; receivers positions – green triangles; locations of all 16 perforations – red diamonds; sedimentary units intervals – black dashed line; depth scale in TVD from KB. Gas-bearing units are Sasino
and Jantar.

The microseismic monitoring network was operating from 28 December 2012 to 11 February 2013, being active only at specific time intervals. Due to technical issues, a total number
of only six fracturing stages was performed every few days, containing a total number of 16
perforation shots. During the time of the experiment, another network located at the surface was
operating, but was not able to register any microseismic events (Wandycz et al. 2018) and is
not a part of this dataset.
The downhole microseismic dataset was used by Pasternacki (2016) together with reflection seismic survey. Pasternacki performs fracturing job assessment and uses local, isotropic
velocity models for microseismic events location, while in this thesis, I focus on anisotropy
estimation and analyze location error resulting from the usage of isotropic velocity models.
2. THEORY
The following section provides a theoretical introduction to well-established principles and
methods being used throughout the thesis. Methods already known but expanded or modified
by me are included in Chapter 3.
The chapter starts from covering the topic of the seismic wave propagation in anisotropic
media, with a focus on transversely isotropic (TI) media. It is supplemented by a description of
associated concepts including the concept of Thomsen parameters for a simplified description
of seismic velocities, the concept of weak anisotropy approximation and a comparison between
exact and approximate solutions of seismic waves velocities in VTI media.
Afterward, a problem and strategies of an earthquake location are explained, followed by
the description of different techniques for computation of the traveltimes of seismic waves.
Next, a problem of determining the velocity field by velocity model inversion regarding microseismic application is addressed.
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Finally, the phenomenon of a shear-wave splitting (SWS) is described, followed by an
introduction to methods of SWS measurements. Lastly, the introduction to rockphysics model
inversion using the measurements of shear-wave splitting is covered.
2.1 Seismic wave propagation in anisotropic media
Seismic anisotropy is defined as the dependence of seismic velocity upon angle (Rudzki 1911;
Thomsen 1986). Its presence influences seismic wave propagation, and hence, it should be
taken into account during data processing and imaging, since most rocks display some degree
of seismic anisotropy.
There are numerous well-known mechanisms causing anisotropy at various scales, including: preferred mineral or crystal orientation (Johnston and Christensen 1995; Lonardelli et al.
2007; Hall et al. 2008), clay particle alignement (Vernik and Milovac 2011), sedimentary layering (Backus 1962; Liu and Martinez 2014), aligned fracture sets (Hudson 1981; Narr et al.
2006), and the anisotropic stresses (Lynn and Thomsen 1986; Verdon et al. 2008).
Accounting for seismic anisotropy requires an extra effort of introducing more elements
into the problem description, which, in turn, increases calculations complexity and raises their
computational cost. Hence, sometimes, the anisotropy is purposely omitted and simpler, but
less accurate, isotropic solutions are used. Moreover, the anisotropy itself can be introduced
either in a simplified or complex way. In order to provide some insight into various descriptions
of anisotropic media, a base for calculation of seismic velocities has to be given first.
The equation of motion relates a displacement of particle to a stress:
𝜌

𝜕 2 𝑣𝑖
𝜕𝑡 2

=

𝜕𝜏𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑥𝑗

(1)

where v is the displacement vector in time t and space x, τ is the stress vector, and ρ is the
density of the material. Indices i and j represent different directions of stress and displacement.
The strain e is related to the stress τ by the elasticity tensor C, described by the Hooke’s
law (Hooke 1678):
𝜏𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗 𝑚𝑛 𝑒𝑚𝑛

(2)

Seismic waves propagation can be described by the wave equation, which combines the
equation of motion with the Hooke’s law.
𝜌

𝜕 2 𝑣𝑖
𝜕𝑡 2

𝜕2 𝑣𝑚
𝑛 𝜕𝑥𝑗

= 𝐶𝑖𝑗 𝑚𝑛 𝜕𝑥

(3)

The notation of 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 elasticity tensor Cijmn having four indices can be simplified to
just two because of symmetry of strain and stress. Hence, a 6 × 6-matrix notation, the Voigt
notation, for the elasticity tensor Ckl can be used. Therefore, the index combinations of ij and
mn are replaced by k and l indices between 1 and 6 (Voigt 1910).
Solving the wave Eq. (3) to predict seismic wave propagation requires to know the media,
characterized by the elasticity tensor and density. Here, in order to keep a compact form of
a thesis, only the most important formulas are shown. For a step-by-step introduction to elasticity tensor derivation and wave field a reader may be referenced to, e.g., Danek et al. (2010)
or Riedel (2015). For the isotropic medium the elasticity tensor CISO is defined by only two
independent elements, related to bulk (K) and shear moduli (m) of the medium (Pujol 2003),
(for clarity, repeated elements are given in brackets):
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(𝐶33 ) (𝐶33 − 2𝐶66 ) (𝐶33 − 2𝐶66 )
(𝐶33 )
(𝐶33 − 2𝐶66 )
𝐶33

𝐶 ISO =

0
0
0
(𝐶66 )

0
0
0
0
(𝐶66 )

[

𝐶33 = 𝐾 +

4𝜇
3

= 𝜌𝑉𝑃2

and

𝐶66 = 𝜇 = 𝜌𝑉𝑆2 ,

0
0
0
0
0
𝐶66 ]
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(4)

(5)

where K is a bulk modulus, μ is a shear modulus.
However, in the case of anisotropic media, solving the wave equation becomes complicated, because of more complex elasticity tensor. In the most complex media (triclinic symmetry), the elasticity tensor is characterized by 21 different elements. For seismic applications,
when anisotropy is considered, it is usually a polar anisotropy, generally called transverse isotropy (TI) or an orthorhombic symmetry, with 5 or 9 independent elements of the elasticity
tensor, respectively (Tsvankin and Grechka 2011). TI is the simplest type of anisotropy applicable to geophysical problems with the velocity of seismic waves at a given point being dependent on the angle between the raypath and the axis of symmetry only.
There are various applications of TI, related to the orientation of anisotropic media in the
subsurface, referred to as: vertical transverse isotropy (VTI), horizontal transverse isotropy
(HTI), and tilted transverse isotropy (TTI). In the VTI medium, wave velocities are independent
of azimuth and depend solely on the angle of ray propagation from vertical. The VTI medium
is a proper description for layered, horizontally deposited sediments like thin-bed sequences
(Backus 1962) or unfractured shales, which exhibit intrinsic anisotropy due to the alignment of
platy, anisotropic clay minerals within the sedimentary layers (Kendall et al. 2007; Vernik and
Milovac 2011). Five independent parameters of the elasticity tensor CVTI describe a VTI (in
general TI) medium at a given location (Rudzki 1911; Thomsen 2002):
𝐶11
𝐶 VTI =
[

𝐶11 − 𝐶66
(𝐶11 )

𝐶13
(𝐶13 )
𝐶33

0
0
0
𝐶44

0
0
0
0
(𝐶44 )

0
0
0
0
0
𝐶66 ]

(6)

Horizontal-transverse isotropy (HTI) describes a medium where the velocity depends
solely on the azimuth of seismic wave propagation. HTI can be created by the presence of
aligned vertical fracture sets in the isotropic medium (Gupta 1973; Crampin et al. 1980). Mathematically, the HTI symmetry is the VTI system rotated by 90° from vertical. An effect of any
other rotation from vertical, called tilted transverse isotropy (TTI), may be used to describe
sedimentary rocks deposited on an inclined basement or tilted by tectonic forces.
Sedimentary rocks may contain a combination of VTI and fractures, e.g., shales with vertical fractures set, leading to orthorhombic symmetry (Tsvankin 1997; Grechka 2007), described by 9 independent elements of the elasticity tensor CORT:
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𝐶11

𝐶12
𝐶22

𝐶 ORT =

𝐶13
𝐶23
𝐶33

0
0
0
𝐶44

0
0
0
0
𝐶55

0
0
0
0
0
𝐶66 ]

[

(7)

Although these parameters give very complex general equations for seismic wave velocities, a handy simplified notation, using so-called Thomsen’s parameters, exists (Thomsen
1986), and is ubiquitously used by the industry. Thomsen’s parameters for the TI medium are
VP0 and VS0, describing longitudinal and shear waves velocities parallel to the symmetry axis
(vertical, in VTI case), and nonzero dimensionless parameters ε, γ and δ, describing the velocity
dependence on the propagation angle. One will still obtain velocities for isotropic medium, after
reducing all the Thomsen’s parameters to zero. Importantly, γ exists only in a formula for a fast
S-wave.
𝐶11 −𝐶33
2𝐶33

(8)

(𝐶13 +𝐶44 )2 −(𝐶33 −𝐶44 )2
2𝐶33 (𝐶33 −𝐶44 )

(9)

𝜀=
𝛿=

𝛾=

𝐶66 −𝐶44
2𝐶44

(10)

Therefore, to describe a homogeneous anisotropic medium of the simplest form (VTI), one
needs five parameters instead of two required for the isotropic medium. Consequently, it is
more difficult to fit the appropriate model using inverse methods, when accounting for anisotropy of any complexity.
Introducing the handy notation does not simplify the calculations, yet. Formulas to calculate the exact direction-dependent phase velocities for each wave in VTI media still remain
complex (Thomsen 2002):
𝑉𝑃2 (Θ) = 𝑉𝑃 02 (1 + 𝜀 sin2 Θ + 𝐷)
02

𝑉

(11)

02

𝑉

2 (Θ)
𝑉𝑆⊥
= 𝑉𝑆 02 (1 + 𝜀 𝑉𝑃02 sin2 Θ − 𝑉𝑃02 𝐷)

(12)

2 (Θ)
𝑉𝑆∥
= 𝑉𝑆 02 (1 + 2𝛾sin2 Θ)

(13)

𝑆

𝑆

where
𝐷=

𝑉 02
(1− 𝑆 2
𝑉𝑃 0

2

)

(1 +
[

4(2𝛿−𝜖)
𝑉 02
(1− 𝑆 2 )
𝑉𝑃 0

sin(Θ)2 cos(Θ)2 +

𝑉 02
4(1− 𝑆 2 +𝜖 )𝜖
𝑉𝑃 0
2
𝑉 02
(1− 𝑆 2 )
𝑉𝑃 0

1
2

sin(Θ)4 ) − 1

(14)
]

Nevertheless, some further simplifications can be made, which allow for linearization of
the exact solutions, but impose some errors on the results. Of course, any modification to the
formula introduces error in the solution. However, up to some magnitude of anisotropy, those
errors can be neglected. This is why, the so-called weak anisotropy assumption (Thomsen
1986), allowing to use linearized, hence, much simpler velocity formulas, is made so often. As
a proxy, errors can be assumed proportional to the magnitude of anisotropy, i.e. value of Thomsen’s parameters. Simplified formulas for velocities of seismic waves under the weak anisotropy assumption for polar anisotropy (Thomsen 1986) are presented here:
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Fig. 5. Comparison of exact and simplified solutions of P-, SH-, and SV-waves velocities for media with
various strength of anisotropy, while velocities are kept constant as: VP0 = 4000 m/s, VS0 = 2000 m/s.
Panels a) and b) showcase relatively weakly anisotropic VTI medium, parametrized by: ε = γ = 0.05,
δ = 0.02. Panels c) and d) showcase intermediately anisotropic VTI medium, parametrized by: ε = 0.1,
γ = 0.15, δ = 0.05. Panels e) and f) showcase relatively strongly anisotropic VTI medium, parametrized
by: ε = 0.4, γ = δ = 0.3.
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𝑉𝑃 (Θ) = 𝑉𝑃 0(1 + 𝛿sin2 Θcos2 Θ + 𝜖 sin4 Θ)
𝑉𝑃 0 2
) (𝜖
𝑉𝑆 0

𝑉𝑆⊥ (Θ) = 𝑉𝑆 0 (1 + (

(15)

− 𝛿)sin2 Θcos 2 Θ)

(16)

𝑉𝑆∥ (Θ) = 𝑉𝑆 0(1 + 𝛾sin2 Θ)

(17)

There are no exact bounds for Thomsen’s parameters limiting the weak anisotropy condition given in the literature. Thomsen (1986) defines the weak polar anisotropy conditions to be
ε, γ, δ ≪ 1. Some authors report more strict limits, e.g., Pšenčík and Martins (2001) claims that
strong anisotropy should be considered if Thomsen’s parameters exceed a value of 0.25. Still,
any modification to the formulas results in some error, when comparing to exact solutions.
It should be mentioned that the anisotropic medium affects not only the velocity but also
the polarization of propagating seismic waves (Crampin et al. 1982). For example, in the case
of P-wave, the motion of the particles will not be parallel to the propagation direction. Instead,
it will marginally deviate, and hence, be called quasi P-wave or qP-wave. Therefore, in anisotropic media, the seismic waves should be referred to as qP-, qSH- and qSV-waves. Nevertheless, for the brevity of this thesis, the qualifiers in quasi P-wave and quasi S-waves will be
omitted.
In order to provide an insight into error magnitudes, velocities for three subjectively chosen
anisotropic VTI media were modeled using both exact (Eqs. (11)–(13)), and simplified
(Eqs. (15)–(17)) formulas. Throughout three modeled examples, velocities were kept constant
as: VP0 = 4000 m/s, VS0 = 2000 m/s, while Thomsen’s parameters were being gradually increased, to mimic relatively weak, intermediate, and strong VTI anisotropy. The modeling results are presented in Fig. 5, while exact parameters for each of the scenarios are listed in
Table 1.
For each of the scenarios, a parameter of maximum difference (MD) between exact and
simplified solution, for each wave was calculated using Eq. (18). All MDs for different cases
are listed in Table 1.
MD = max (

|𝑉exact (Θ)−𝑉𝑠implified (Θ)|

) ∙ 100%

𝑉exact (Θ)

(18)

From examining Fig. 5 it can be inferred, that differences between exact and simplified
solutions change with the strength of anisotropy and with incidence angle. For both P- and fast
S-wave, the largest differences are observed for horizontal propagation, while for slow S-wave,
at the angle of 45° from vertical.
Table 1
Exact parameters of differently anisotropic media used in the modeling,
together with MDs for each wave
Maximum differences
[%]

Anisotropy
Case

ε

γ

δ

P-wave

Weak
Intermediate
Strong

0.05
0.1
0.4

0.05
0.15
0.3

0.02
0.05
0.3

0.1
0.4
4.4

Fast S-wave Slow S-wave
0.2
0.6
3.6

0.1
0.9
2.8

Note: Highest MD values for each scenario were given in bold. Velocities were kept constant as: VP0 = 4000 m/s, VS0 = 2000 m/s for all cases.
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For weakly anisotropic medium MD is equal to only 0.2% (for fast S-wave) (Fig. 5a,b).
For intermediate anisotropy MD equals 0.9% (for the slow S-wave) (Fig. 5c,d). When considering strong anisotropy, MD rises up to 4.4%, and the P-wave solution becomes most affected
(Fig. 5e,f).
A set of Thomsen’s parameters called intermediate case is later used for the synthetic study
of expected errors in microseismic event locations when anisotropic media is being represented
by number of isotropic models (Chapter 3).
2.2 Problem of earthquake location using a downhole monitoring array
Seismic events, most commonly known as earthquakes, but also as microearthquakes, mining
blasts, icequakes, etc., are being detected by the networks of seismometers all around the world.
Numerous detection algorithms based on different signal characteristics exist, such as amplitude (threshold trigger, e.g. Havskov and Alguacil 2004), frequency content (Shensa 1977),
signal envelope (STA/LTA, e.g. Allen 1978; Houliston et al. 1984; Trnkoczy 1999), fractal
dimension (Tosi et al. 1999), correlation with master events (Withers et al. 1999), to name the
most popular. Event detection and trace preconditioning became separate research fields in
seismology, and hence, I will not cover those topics extensively, since event detection is beyond
the scope of this thesis. Instead, I refer to overviews and comparisons of different methods
presented by, e.g., Withers et al. (1998) or Sharma et al. (2010).
Once the events were detected, they need to be located in order to provide valuable geological information. For this purpose, arrival times of seismic waves are required (Geiger 1912;
Gibowicz and Kijko 2013). Traveltime picking or first-breaks picking procedure involves determining a correct arrival time of seismic phases at seismic stations, that build up a seismic
network. It can be challenging in case of noisy environment or weak signals, which are typical
conditions for hydraulic fracturing jobs (Vera Rodriguez et al. 2012; Cesca and Grigoli 2015;
Sabbione et al. 2015; Huang et al. 2017). Low accuracy of first breaks will then lead to significant location errors (Eisner et al. 2011). Picking can be performed manually or automatically
(based on cross-correlation (e.g. Senkaya and Karsli 2014), nowadays often employing various
machine learning techniques (e.g. Murat and Rudman 1992; Chen 2020)), however, both methods usually impose some errors, due to, e.g., inconsistent phase picking or false phase recognition.
In principle, location procedure requires to find a cell within a model space, at which calculated traveltimes are equal (or, in practice, close enough) to the observed ones.
In a homogeneous 2-D medium with wave velocity V and slowness u defined to be u = 1/V,
the arrival time, tobs, at an observation point xobs, zobs of a signal emitted at origin time t0 from a
source location at offset x0 and depth z0 is:
1

𝑡obs = 𝑡0 + 𝑢 [(𝑥obs − 𝑥0 )2 + (𝑧obs − 𝑧0 )2 ]2

(19)

The equation above (19) is formed for the simplest, homogeneous slowness field, when
rays between source and receiver are straight. Nevertheless, any change in spatial position of
the source introduces non-linear change in the observed traveltime. When the slowness field
becomes inhomogeneous e.g., layered, the arrival time formula needs to be updated to:
𝑡obs = 𝑡0 + ∫𝑟

0 (𝑠)

𝑢(𝑟0 )𝑑𝑠

(20)

where r0(s) denotes a distance s between source and receiver along a ray path r0. Then, any
modification to spatial source coordinates changes a ray path r0. Thus, a problem of seismic
event location is a non-linear problem (Lomax et al. 2009).
Therefore, to successfully locate an event the knowledge about three elements is necessary:
observed traveltimes of the event, a velocity model of the subsurface together with associated
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traveltimes, and a geometry of an observation network. Coordinates of seismometers are usually well-known, and observed traveltimes are also available, providing the event was detected.
The next section will then discuss the calculation of theoretical traveltimes.
2.2.1 Traveltime calculation
Theoretical (i.e., calculated or modeled) traveltimes are in most of the cases necessary to obtain
the location of the seismic event. There are methods, based on full waveform inversion, that do
not need exact traveltimes, such as reverse time migration (RTM) (McMechan 1982; Fink
1999), which backpropagates recorded waveforms in time, to the point of maximum energy
focus, which is considered as a source location. Nevertheless, those methods are rarely used in
real data applications because of poor performance with noisy data, but also due to their complexity, high computational costs, and hence low applicability in complex geology. The most
common methods are then the traveltime based approaches, which are more efficient but require
accurate traveltimes.
For the most common location approach, theoretical traveltimes for an assumed velocity
model between receivers and every possible source location are necessary for each seismic
wave arrival being considered by the location algorithm. A set of traveltimes for each receiver,
once obtained, can be stored as so-called look-up tables in order to be easily accessible when
locating numerous events.
There are two families of methods being used to model the traveltimes. These are ray
methods and eikonal methods.
Ray methods provide traveltime for a ray path between source and receiver, assuming the
infinitely high frequency of waves propagating in a smooth velocity model (Červenỳ and
Pšenčík 1979; Aki and Richards 1980). This technique is most efficient when applied to simple
geology being then solved analytically. For more complex, 3D or detailed structures, iterative
ray-tracing techniques are used to determine the traveltime, by narrowing the initial ray shooting angle towards the desired target point, which can become time-consuming (Virieux and
Farra 1991). Ray methods can support wave conversion, but do not account for diffracted arrivals (which in some cases are the first arrivals), except of some special techniques like twopoint (Um and Thurber 1987), perturbation (Farra and Madariaga 1987) or ray-bending (Wesson 1971; Chander 1975; Julian and Gubbins 1977). Another drawback is that rays tend to avoid
low-velocity zones, and preferentially sample high-velocity anomalies. In general, despite their
simplicity, computational effort to calculate traveltimes in complicated geology using ray methods may become significant. However, thanks to the rise of computing power, they are widely
used in different scales for seismological (Rawlinson et al. 2010) and industrial applications
(e.g. Zelt and Barton 1998).
Eikonal methods provide traveltimes of the first arriving phase by propagating the highfrequency wavefront through the whole velocity model grid using finite difference approximation by iteratively solving the eikonal equation (Vidale 1988; Thurber and Kissling 2000;
Rawlinson and Sambridge 2004). In each subsequent iteration, a large number of Huygen’s
sources are considered along the actual wavefront, emitting the wave further into the model
space. Due to the wavefront evolution over time, calculation of the traveltime is possible only
in grid cells adjacent to Huygen’s sources. Hence, some iteration strategies can be employed to
optimize the whole workflow, designed either in more intelligent, e.g., fast marching method
(Sethian 1996) or robust manner, e.g., fast sweeping (Zhao 2005) or brute-force mapping
(Schneider Jr. et al. 1992). This method is computationally efficient and applicable to complex,
3D velocity fields (Gillberg et al. 2012). A particularly important feature of eikonal solvers is
that they provide traveltimes for whole model space with single modeling by assuming reciprocity, which makes them well-suited for location purposes (Lomax et al. 2009). A concise
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description of eikonal methods can be found in a PhD thesis of Marko Riedel (Riedel 2015),
whose code I applied for traveltime computation in my research.
2.2.2 Traveltime-based velocity model inversion
Each of the methods introduced in the previous section requires a velocity model to compute
the traveltimes. Hence, the velocity model building procedure is a crucial step in seismic applications, because it contributes to the final position of events or reflectors (Guo and Fagin 2002;
Maxwell et al. 2010). Contrary to active seismic methods, which know the source positions and
tries to obtain an image of the subsurface, passive seismic methods assume a known propagation medium to locate and characterize the microseismic sources (Bardainne and Gaucher
2010). Therefore, the velocity field needs to be obtained prior to microseismic sources location.
The velocity field is initially unknown and needs to be constructed using available information. It can benefit from various information, such as geological models, borehole trajectory
profiling, borehole sonic logs, perforation shots, additional surface or borehole seismic data,
and core analysis (Maxwell et al. 2010). Accuracy of the computed microseismic source locations obviously depends on the accuracy of temporal and directional observations from the seismograms, as well as the accuracy of the velocity model (e.g. Eisner et al. 2009; Maxwell 2009).
Furthermore, the velocity model also has relevance to mechanical properties, that can be used
to investigate the geomechanical aspects of the hydraulic fracturing (e.g. Hudson 1981; Verdon
and Wüstefeld 2013; Gajek et al. 2018c).
A typical workflow for velocity model construction is to begin with a geologically relevant
earth model and then populate the model with upscaled values from a dipole sonic log. Since
microseismic data normally contains both compressional and shear waves, both P- and S-wave
velocities are required for the source location (Maxwell et al. 2010). In the case of anisotropic
medium, both S-wave modes should be accounted (Grechka and Yaskevich 2013). Some form
of a check shot is then desired to validate the apparent velocity of the arrival times of various
phases. Additional constraints can be imposed if the check shot detonation time is recorded;
however, due to technical difficulties usually only its position is provided. In downhole microseismic monitoring, check shots are often perforation shots in a wellbore about to be fractured
(Grechka and Heigl 2017). In that case positions of perforation shots as well as receivers are
known from borehole trajectory, and a goal is to find the best fit between observed and modeled
traveltimes for locations containing check shot sources.
Having information about positions of both sources and receivers, and about the respective
traveltimes, an inverse problem has to be solved to obtain a velocity model. Due to the nonlinearity of traveltime computation (Lomax et al. 2009) this problem can rarely be solved efficiently using the analytic approach (see Section 2.2.1).
Subsurface regions illuminated by the perforation shots may differ from the ones covered
by the microseismic sources (Grechka 2010). What’s more, for specific monitoring geometries
incidence angles or azimuths covered by calibration shots can be too narrow for stable inversion
of all desired model parameters (Grechka and Duchkov 2011), while in some cases no perforation or calibration shots data is available. An alternative approach may then be a simultaneous
inversion of velocity model parameters and seismic events locations, called joint inversion (e.g.
Grechka et al. 2011; Huang et al. 2019). The velocity model resulting in the least misfit of
events traveltimes is assumed to be a correct representation of the subsurface. The events locations have to be re-evaluated with each modification to the velocity field, which increases the
computational cost of joint inversions. In some cases, model space will be resolved better due
to wider spatial distribution of seismic sources than in case of traditional inversion using calibration shots with known position (Li et al. 2013). On the other hand, lack of calibration shots
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with known location rises the non-uniqueness of the resulting model parameters (Jansky et al.
2010), hence, the applicability of this approach may be case dependent.
As an inverse problem, velocity field estimation suffers from a number of difficulties, including non-uniqueness, instability, and convergence problem (Guo and Fagin 2002). In order
to find the solution of this inverse problem (most often best fitting, i.e., approximate solution)
forward modeling for various realizations of parameter space needs to be performed, and then
the best fitting solution needs to be identified. The most straightforward method to sample the
parameter space is to follow a grid-search scheme (Rodi and Toksoz 2000), i.e., the full gridsearch. However, in geophysics, the parameter space may be highly dimensional, and grid dimensions can become too large to be tackled with just a grid search approach, especially when
fine grid resolution is required. Therefore, directed and efficient sampling of the parameter
space is necessary to drastically speed-up the calculations.
Consequently, global optimization methods have become a wide research topic, and numerous families of methods have been developed and already well established in order to optimize the inversion procedure. Those big families include modified grid-search approaches like
directed grid-search or nested grid-search (Bentley 1975;Wuestefeld et al. 2018) implementations, Monte Carlo methods (Metropolis and Ulam 1949; Robert and Casella 2013), simulated
annealing methods (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983; Černỳ 1985), genetic algorithms (Goldberg and
Holland 1988; Goldberg 1989), stochastic optimization methods, like, e.g., neighborhood algorithm (Sambridge 1999a) or particle swarm optimization (Eberhart and Kennedy 1995). A thorough overview of global optimization methods is given by Sen and Stoffa (2013), while
Wuestefeld et al. (2018) provides a benchmark of optimization function regarding the earthquake location problem.
Despite optimization algorithm implementation, the inverse problem can still be too costly
to be solved with the desired resolution, which is necessary to obtain a global minimum of the
misfit function. Then, effective utilization of a priori information may limit the parameter space
and helps in constraining the inversion (Tarantola 1984; Ellis and Oldenburg 1994). The constraints put on the parameter ranges can be inferred from, e.g., borehole sonic logs or core analysis. Finally, the assessment of inverted model reliability should be performed by, e.g., inferring
marginal distributions of the inverted parameters (Sambridge 1999b) in case of probabilistic
methods or using ray coverage, checkerboards method, or resolution matrices in case of iterative inversion algorithms (Zelt 1999).
2.3 Shear-wave splitting
Shear-wave splitting (SWS) is the most direct indicator of the anisotropy. A shear-wave propagating through anisotropic medium splits into two orthogonally polarized shear waves traveling with different velocities (see Fig. 6). The polarity of the fast and slow S-wave modes and
the delay time between them is determined by the anisotropic symmetry system and the direction of wave propagation relative to this symmetry system. The delay time is also determined
by the magnitude of the anisotropy (Ando et al. 1980; Crampin et al. 1980; Silver and Chan
1991). The intuitive way to report the strength of anisotropy is a shear-wave velocity variation
(in percent) expressed by an approximation (Wuestefeld et al. 2010) as:
𝐴=

𝑉𝑆 ∙𝑑𝑡∙100
𝑟

(21)

where r is the source-receiver-distance, VS is the mean S-wave velocity and dt is the delay in
arrival time between fast and slow shear-waves.
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Fig. 6. A step-by-step visualization of shear-wave splitting in an anisotropic medium. A black wave
indicates an initially polarized shear-wave in isotropic media. A blue wave indicates a vertically polarized fast shear-wave in anisotropic media. A red wave indicates a horizontally polarized slow shearwave in anisotropic media. Source: http://garnero.asu.edu/research_images/anis/garnero_splitting.gif
(accessed on 8 March 2019).

The SWS phenomenon has been exploited in various settings to retrieve important features
of the subsurface at various scales. It is observed in laboratory tests on stressed or fractured
rocks (Nur and Simmons 1969; Xu and King 1989; Ebrom et al. 1990; Tillotson et al. 2012), as
well as in global seismology for long-period waves propagating through the crust and mantle
(e.g. Vinnik et al. 1989; Silver and Chan 1991; Savage 1999). After being recognized as a useful
phenomenon at exploration scale (Crampin et al. 1980; Lynn and Thomsen 1986; Willis et al.
1986), SWS has been used in fracture detection from surface seismic (Martin and Davis 1987;
Mueller 1991; Liu and Martinez 2014), and multicomponent and walk-away VSP (Lynn et al.
1999; MacBeth 2002; Horne 2003; Gholami et al. 2016). SWS is also conventionally used in
cross-dipole sonic logging for measuring in-situ azimuthal shear-wave anisotropy around the
borehole (Mueller et al. 1994; Patterson and Tang 2001).
Two split shear modes are frequently observed during three-component downhole microseismic monitoring in hydrocarbon reservoirs (e.g. Crampin and Zatsepin 1995; Al-Harrasi et
al. 2011). This length scale is usefully positioned between the lab-scale and larger-scale seismic
observations (Verdon and Wüstefeld 2013). Unlike VSP and reflection seismic imaging, measuring SWS with downhole receivers benefits from the proximity of seismic sources (microearthquakes) and receiver arrays. Hence, it can be efficiently used to image anisotropy within
the reservoir without the overburden influence that affects other methods (Wuestefeld et al.
2011).
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Measurements of seismic anisotropy from microseismicity can be used in a number of
ways, including: improving the accuracy of the velocity model (e.g. Grechka et al. 2011), enhancing the precision of event locations (Grechka and Yaskevich 2014), investigation of fracture alignment (e.g. Miyazawa et al. 2008; Verdon and Kendall 2011; Gajek et al. 2018c) and
fracture connectivity (e.g. Baird et al. 2013; Verdon and Wüstefeld 2013); and determining
changing stress conditions generated by subsurface operations (e.g. Verdon et al. 2011). Measurements of seismic anisotropy have been utilized in the geothermal industry (e.g. Rial et al.
2005) and for carbon capture and storage (e.g. Verdon et al. 2011), although its most common
application with respect to microseismic data is during hydraulic fracturing of shale and tight
gas reservoirs (e.g. Verdon and Wüstefeld 2013).
2.3.1 Measuring the shear-wave splitting
SWS parameters include the polarization (φ) of the fast shear-wave and the time delay (dt)
between the two split shear modes. Those parameters need to be inverted on the basis of seismic
records (Wolfe and Silver 1998; Teanby et al. 2004).
Obtaining theses parameters is not trivial, and various techniques were proposed, which
can be divided into two groups. The first, called multi-event techniques, analyzes simultaneously a set of records coming from different azimuths. These methods operate on stacks of
events, either weighted by azimuths (Kosarev et al. 1984; Vinnik et al. 1989), which makes an
error assessment impossible, or binned in similar azimuthal bins (Chevrot 2000).
The second group, called single-event techniques, treats each trace individually from each
event. These methods apply the so-called splitting correction by rotating phase and shifting the
delay, which removes the effect of splitting from the seismic traces. Then, splitting parameters
are found using a grid search, and the difference between various parameters is introduced by
different implementations for the best correction. Bowman and Ando (1987) assumes that fast
and slow shear modes are identical and use cross-correlation to identify their best match after
correction. Silver and Chan (1991) seek for most linear particle motion utilizing the eigenvalue
method. Wolfe and Silver (1998) looks for a parameter set resulting in minimum energy of the
splitting correction residuals (transverse component).
All described methods require a shear-wave analysis window to be selected, which can be
laborious and user-dependent. Nevertheless, those methods were successfully adopted for wide
use in seismology to study regional scale tectonics (Vavryčuk 1993; Harris 1996; Gao et al.
1997; Vauchez et al. 1998; Crampin et al. 2003) and upper mantle anisotropy (Nicolas and
Christensen 1987; Gao et al. 1994; Alsina and Snieder 1995; Gledhill and Gubbins 1996; Kendall and Silver 1996; Savage 1999; Niu and Perez 2004).
For single-event techniques, a measurement can be made for each source-receiver pair.
This implies massive amount of data when seismometer or geophone arrays are used for such
purposes like regional scale tectonic investigations (e.g., USArray (Hongsresawat et al. 2015)
or AlpArray (Salimbeni et al. 2017)) or industrial monitoring applications including: oil and
gas exploration (Martin and Davis 1987; Van Dok et al. 2003; Jones et al. 2014), geothermal
water injections (Rial et al. 2005; Tang et al. 2005), hydraulic fracturing (Baird et al. 2013;
Verdon and Wüstefeld 2013), CO2 storage (Verdon 2011; Stork et al. 2015).
Hence, facing a need for robust SWS data processing, Teanby et al. (2004) proposed a fully
automated method of SWS measurement, which is not dependent on the window selection.
Instead, analysis is performed for a range of window lengths, and then results that are stable
over various window lengths are selected using cluster analysis followed by quality factor estimation. Wüestefeld (2007) proposed to use all the single-event techniques described above,
followed by QC based on characteristic differences between the two independent eigenvalue
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and cross-correlation techniques (Wuestefeld et al. 2010). The last, most advanced strategy
byWuestefeld et al. (2010) is utilized in this thesis.
2.3.2 Inversion of SWS measurements for rock-physics parameters
A single measurement of dt and φ along a single ray-path is not sufficient to constrain the overall anisotropic symmetry system. Instead, a population of SWS measurements along a range of
ray-paths must be inverted to reveal the overall anisotropy. Typically, a rock-physics model,
assuming a particular anisotropic symmetry system, must be created, which is then compared
with the observations, with the best-fitting rock-physics model parameterization being taken as
the result (e.g. Verdon and Kendall 2011; Baird et al. 2016).
In this thesis, the rock-physics parameters inversion is performed following the method
developed by Verdon et al. (2009) and Verdon and Wüstefeld (2013). Their method utilizes an
effective compliance approach developed by Schoenberg and Sayers (1995) to parametrize
fractured VTI medium (hence, orthorhombic medium) by superposition of an anisotropic,
though unfractured background rock compliance and compliance of penny-shaped fractures,
assuming their idealized geometry (Hudson et al. 1996).
The effective compliance tensor (inverse of effective stiffness tensor, S = C–1) of the fractured rock defined as the sum of the compliance tensor of the unfractured rock frame Sr, and
the compliance tensor of single or multiple parallel fractures or aligned fractures sets ΔS, as:
𝑆 = 𝑆 𝑟 + ∆𝑆

(22)

The compliance of rock frame Sr can be isotropic or anisotropic, e.g., of VTI symmetry
due to horizontal layering. Then, the VTI rock frame compliance Sr,VTI is given by the inverse
of Eq. (6), which is:
𝐶11
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and the fractures compliance ΔS (Nichols et al. 1989; Schoenberg and Sayers 1995) is introduced by:
𝑍𝑁
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where ZN is the normal compliance, and ZTv and ZTh are the shear compliances in the vertical
and horizontal planes, defined as:
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where ξ is the non-dimensional fracture density. ZTv and ZTh will only differ when significant
VTI anisotropy is present (Backus 1962; Hudson 1981; Verdon et al. 2009). The fracture compliance is frequency-dependent due to the model assumptions. However, authors assume fracture scale to be much smaller than the wavelength (low-frequency assumption) to reduce free
parameters in the inversion, and hence, focus on ξ due to neglecting other parameters like fracture aperture or rock permeability (Verdon et al. 2009). Therefore, fractures become equivalent
to the Hudson (1981) model with vertically aligned, unfilled, penny-shaped fractures.
Those assumptions are then implemented into forward modeling for the inversion needs.
The background P- and S-wave velocities, VP0, VS0, and density, are held constant through the
model space. Inversion itself is resolved by iterating over a parameter space including fracture
density ξ, fracture azimuths α, δ, and γ. The effective compliance tensor providing velocities
and polarizations of S-waves for any direction is computed. Computation is done by solving a
Christoffel equation (Crampin 1984; Carcione 2007), hence, limitations that may be caused by
weak anisotropy assumptions are omitted. The inversion is guided by Neighborhood Algorithm
sampler (Sambridge 1999a). The results are then evaluated in terms of posterior probability
analysis (Sambridge 1999b). The detailed workflow and sensitivity tests are described in detail
by Verdon et al. (2009); Verdon and Wüstefeld (2013).
3. DEVELOPED METHODOLOGY AND SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES
This chapter describes new methods created or modified by me, which are used in this research.
First, a probabilistic event location algorithm for downhole monitoring is introduced, featuring a comprehensive error assessment capabilities thanks to the Bayesian inference being
employed (Tarantola 1984). The problem of the event location (introduced in Chapter 2) is split
into two parts. The first part involves computing the probability density map of the event location in a vertical (offset-depth) plane. The other part involves the back-azimuth estimating together with its uncertainty. Then, a vertical slice of location probability density is combined
with information about azimuthal uncertainty of back-azimuth estimation in order to provide
a three-dimensional volume of location probability density.
Next, I introduce a technique of traveltime anisotropic velocity model inversion using a
single vertical array of receivers and perforation shots data. The anisotropic eikonal solver
(Riedel 2015) is being used for forward modeling, while Neighborhood Algorithm (Sambridge
1999a) is applied to optimize inversion procedure. The inversion utilizes P-, SH-, and SVwaves1 traveltimes of perforation shots, whose locations are known.
In this chapter, I argue that it is always beneficial to account for anisotropy by using anisotropic velocity model instead of a number of isotropic models, which is a common practice
in the industry. In order to support this statement, which is one the hypothesis addressed in this
dissertation, the introduced methodology is supplemented by a set of synthetic tests showcasing
microseismic events’ mislocations being introduced whenever anisotropic media is described
by isotropic models only. Synthetic modeling is performed for two downhole monitoring geometry scenarios from real-case applications of microseismic monitoring of hydraulic fracturing, providing a quantitative interpretation of location errors expected to be present when
anisotropy is being neglected during the inversion of the velocity model. Also, the limitations
of the proposed methodology in terms of minimal resolvable layer thickness are examined.
The application of this methodology to real data follows in the next chapter.
Finally, I present a feasibility study of quasi-real-time, on-site anisotropic velocity model
inversion during an ongoing hydraulic fracturing job.
For the brevity, the qualifiers in “quasi P-wave” and “quasi S-waves” are omitted.

1
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3.1 Probabilistic event location
A number of conclusions are drawn from studying locations of microseismic events, i.e., inferring fracture geometry and size (Warpinski et al. 1998), taking decisions on treatment parameters in consecutive stages, or assessing the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV) (Mayerhofer et
al. 2010). Thus, it is crucial, if locations of the microseismic events are reliable (Maxwell 2009).
Therefore, so much effort is devoted to increase the location precision and reduce its uncertainty
(e.g. Grechka et al. 2015; Yaskevich et al. 2016). Understanding the uncertainty is particularly

Fig. 7. Maps of location probability of a synthetic event assuming some picking uncertainty.
The shape of the uncertainty distribution is dependent on event
location – white star, and receivers position – green triangles.
Panel a) shows the location probability when an exact velocity
model is used. Panels b) and c)
show the location probability
when velocities are too high by
10%, and too low by 10%,
respectively.
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important for downhole measurements in a single borehole because this geometry results in the
highly asymmetric distribution of the events’ locations uncertainty (Eisner et al. 2009) and no
other method gives a sense of its real shape. An example of the asymmetric distribution is given
in Fig. 7a. Importantly, the probabilistic approach can integrate uncertainties originating from
various inputs, e.g., first break picking errors, receivers location uncertainty, or inaccuracy of
the velocity model. The approach I have implemented in this thesis accounts for uncertainties
introduced by first break picking, and by the inaccuracy of picked-modeled travel times fit,
only. The location uncertainty may also be affected by the inaccuracy of the velocity model the effects of using the wrong velocity model are shown in Fig. 7b,c. Then, true location can be
missed even though the cloud of probability is focused and well resolved.
Traditionally, in the so-called “dots-in-the-box” visualization, each event is presented as a
dot (Fig. 8b), whose size can be scaled by different parameters (Fig. 8d,f). Its location uncertainty, if given, is often described by discrete values of horizontal and vertical uncertainties that
do not reflect actual, two-dimensional distribution of uncertainty. Those ranges can be plotted
together with the dots; however, they dramatically lower the legibility of the figure. Another
drawback is dots’ overlapping, especially when scaled, which can be somehow solved by constructing event density maps.
The probabilistic representation has several advantages over the standard method. The
most important one is the sense of uncertainty, particularly in this case of acquisition geometry.
The probability density function (PDF) of the single event is tilted relative to the center of the
array (Fig. 7). This shape cannot be correctly explained in terms of horizontal and vertical errors. What’s more, dots are more prone to misinterpretation due to the poorly resolved locations
– the events with high uncertainty look the same as those with low uncertainty. Contrary, probabilistic representation spreads the PDF of poorly resolved events more than in case of the wellresolved ones.
PDFs for multiple events can be easily summed to obtain cumulative event density maps.
The cumulative PDF of all events shows clearly the main epicentral region indicating the most
fractured area – this information is hard to infer from the overlapping dots.
Maps of location probability may be interpreted directly, but also weighted by physical
parameters like individual events’ magnitudes, in order to highlight the most promising fragments of fractured reservoir (Gajek et al. 2016). The location PDF weighted by local magnitude
M0 or seismic moment magnitude MW gives a sense of the size of the event. M0 is directly related
to the energy; therefore, it is particularly good as it has more physical meaning than the magnitude. Its cumulative representation shows the regions, where most of the seismic energy was
radiated from, which are the most fractured regions. Figure 8 presents a comparison of traditional “dots-in-the-box” visualization and probabilistic approach.
For the probabilistic events location I am using a Bayesian approach (Tarantola 1984),
which gives an individual probability distribution for each event. The idea of traveltime-based
𝑖
𝑖
location procedure is to minimize a difference between theoretical (𝑡cal
) and observed (𝑡obs
)
onsets of waves for each receiver i in a given velocity model m and for source time t0. The
notion of probability is introduced to the formula for location probability ρm(X, Z, t0) by a
Gaussian likelihood function (the argument of exponent) and picking uncertainty for each receiver σi. For downhole, single borehole setting, only the depth (here noted as Z) and offset
(here noted as X) of an event can be obtained using the traveltimes. In order to determine the
direction towards the event, a back-azimuth procedure (addressed later) has to be used.
𝑃,𝑖
𝑆,𝑖
For isotropic case, with only P- and S-waves onsets (𝑡obs
, 𝑡obs
), the formula for location
probability ρm(X, Z, t0) is given by:

Fig. 8. Locations of 183 microseismic events from Lubocino hydraulic fracturing dataset: a) cumulative location PDF, b) maximum likelihood locations
– a “dots-in-the-box” representation, c) cumulative location PDF weighted by moment magnitude, d) maximum likelihood locations scaled by moment
magnitude, e) cumulative energy density, f) maximum likelihood locations scaled by seismic moment. Borehole trajectory – red dotted line. Top and
bottom of the target layer – red dashed lines. Source: Gajek et al. (2016).
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2

𝜌𝑚 (𝑋, 𝑍, 𝑡0 ) = 𝑘 ∙ exp (−

2

𝑃,𝑖
𝑃,𝑖
𝑆,𝑖
𝑆,𝑖
∑𝑛
𝑖=1((𝑡obs −𝑡cal (𝑋,𝑍)+𝑡0 ) +(𝑡obs −𝑡cal (𝑋,𝑍)+𝑡0 ) )

)

2𝜎𝑖2

(28)

where n denotes the total number of receivers, X the offset, Z the depth, and k the scaling constant.
In case of an anisotropic medium, when the S-wave is split into fast and slow shear wave
modes (here SH and SV, respectively), the formula for location probability has to be expanded
to:
2

𝜌𝑚 (𝑋, 𝑍, 𝑡0 ) = 𝑘 ∙ exp (−

2

2

𝑃,𝑖
𝑃,𝑖
𝑆𝐻,𝑖
𝑆𝐻,𝑖
𝑆𝑉,𝑖
𝑆𝑉,𝑖
∑𝑛
𝑖=1((𝑡obs −𝑡cal (𝑋,𝑍)+𝑡0 ) +(𝑡obs −𝑡cal (𝑋,𝑍)+𝑡0 ) +(𝑡obs −𝑡cal (𝑋,𝑍)+𝑡0 ) )

2𝜎𝑖2

) (29)

In seismological practice inverting for an earthquake location involves also inverting for
its origin time t0. Usually, a broad range of possible origin times has to be checked. Here, due
to both, a lack of interest in accurate origin times and a need to lower computational cost of
calculations, the range of time term t0 has been greatly reduced; however, it is still present in
the formula to enhance inversion accuracy.
In order to omit inverting for the source time t0, all the observed and calculated traveltimes
𝑃
𝑃
are reduced by min(𝑡obs
) and min(𝑡cal
), respectively, so the time of first of the arrivals is
reduced to 0. Hence, all those terms become directly comparable without accounting for the
source time. Nevertheless, t0 term is still introduced in order to handle possible outliers, as a
linearly spaced time interval:
𝑃,1
𝑃,2
𝑡0 ∈ 〈0,2|𝑡obs
− 𝑡obs
|〉 ;

(30)

Figure 9 presents a synthetic example of t0 fitting when the first pick is an outlier. In the
example, theoretical traveltimes were generated by adding some Gaussian noise (mean 0, vari-

Fig. 9. An example of t0 fitting. Black crosses represent observed traveltimes, lines represent all possible
calculated traveltimes for a true model with t0 added. Blue dashed line shows scenario for t0 = 0 s (i.e.
without t0 term), solid red line shows least RMS fitting (t0 = 0.32 s).
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ation 0.00375 s) to the modeled traveltimes. Then both calculated and theoretical traveltimes
𝑃
𝑃
were reduced by min(𝑡obs
) and min(𝑡cal
), respectively. This approach allows finding a good
fit despite the outliers, using a limited range of t0 values, comparing to inverting the actual
source time. Hence, the range of t0 values can be densely probed.
3.1.1 Station-event back-azimuth estimation
The back-azimuth procedure is used in seismology to estimate a direction towards incoming
energy based on the analysis of particle motion (Flinn 1965). As the name suggests, back-azimuth refers to the estimation of the azimuth only; however, it is easily expandable to be applied
to three dimensions (e.g. Vidale 1986; Jurkevics 1988; Walck and Chael 1991) in order to get
both azimuth and incidence angle. When numerous receivers are available (in case of, e.g., few
observation boreholes or a significant number of surface geophones) both azimuth and incidence angle can be inferred from traveltimes only (Maxwell 2014; Grechka and Heigl 2017).
The back-azimuth estimation becomes particularly important when only a single 3C station
or a single vertical string of 3C receivers is available, which is the case study included in this
thesis. Then, the only possibility to estimate the horizontal distribution of seismic events is to
analyze particle motion directivity. Borehole techniques for microseismic monitoring benefit
a lot from a methodology developed for single station event location problem in regional seismology (Magotra et al. 1987; Roberts et al. 1989; Lay and Wallace 1995).
The back-azimuth can be estimated using few different methods based on arrival hodogram
analysis, including covariance matrix analysis (Flinn 1965), Principal Component Analysis
(Rao 1964; Hagen 1982), maximum amplitude or linear fit (Maxwell 2014).
Despite the chosen method of back-azimuth estimation the result will be affected by uncertainty imposed by noise contributing to the observed seismograms, particularly amplified
during the hydraulic treatment, which is a common issue in microseismic monitoring (Eisner et
al. 2008; Caffagni et al. 2016; Trojanowski et al. 2016), anisotropy (e.g. Crampin et al. 1982)
and uncertainty of receiver orientation. Importantly, angular uncertainty results in increased
azimuthal location error at increasing source-receiver distances (Maxwell 2014).
Accuracy of back-azimuth estimation can be enhanced by e.g., signal conditioning or
stacking. In the case of the 3C geophones string in a vertical borehole, horizontal components
can be stacked in order to increase the efficiency of the back-azimuth estimation by decreasing
random interferences and increasing the S/N, providing that orientation correction has been
already applied (Klemperer 1987; Zaręba and Danek 2019). Nevertheless, errors in back-azimuth estimation should be statistically analyzed to provide an assessment of azimuth uncertainty (Christoffersson et al. 1988).
Therefore, I use least-squares linear regression with uncertainties in both axes for the purpose of horizontal event location performed in this thesis. A mean value of filtered or detrended
seismic trace is expected to be 0. Hence, applying linear regression (y = ax + b) with intercept
parameter b = 0 to the hodogram of horizontal components containing P-wave arrival will
give slope parameter a. Tangent of parameter a will be a counter clock-wise angle measured
from the positive X-axis towards the positive Y-axis, from which azimuth can be easily calculated.
Quality of linear fit is usually assessed with a coefficient of determination R2, which is the
proportion of the variance in the dependent variable that is predictable from the independent
variable (Rao et al. 1973; Glantz and Slinker 1990). R2 provides insight into the quality of a
particular fit, but do not inform about the uncertainty of the slope parameter estimation. Since
both horizontal components contain background noise introducing uncertainty to the slope parameter a, a regression cannot be implemented in a classical way, which imposes some error on
the ordinate axis only. Instead, an error should be introduced to both axes. Then, e.g., least-
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Fig. 10. Synthetic result of single station
back-azimuth estimation. Map shows a horizontal surface PDF distribution slice of an
event location with hot color indicating
high probability density, and green triangle
indicating position of a seismic station. The
distribution of PDF has two maxima due to
the 180° direction ambiguity.

squares regression with uncertainty in both axes proposed by Tarantola (2005) can be applied
in order to obtain a PDF of slope parameter a distribution.
I estimate the back-azimuth of microseismic events using sections of 3C seismic traces
containing picked P-wave arrivals. One hundred and one samples (0.0375 s) long sections with
the middle sample being the P-wave pick are stacked (receivers were prior corrected for orientation in the borehole). First 25 samples are used to obtain the RMS of background noise, which
I assume to be Gaussian and directionally independent. Next, least-squares regression with uncertainty in both axes is performed, with noise RMS taken as an error for both of the axes, and
PDF of slope parameter a is obtained. Then, the PDF of a is fitted with a normal distribution
curve in order to obtain the median value and standard deviation. Finally, the median value after
correction for the geographical coordinate system is taken as an azimuth towards the event,
while standard deviation is considered as an error of azimuth estimation. After obtaining an
event’s offset using a traveltime based location approach, the error in the offset-depth plane is
distributed radially according to the Gaussian back-azimuth distribution (Fig. 10). Such an approach provides individual back-azimuth for each event and associated uncertainty estimation,
dependent on the linearity of first arrivals particle motion, signal quality, and present background noise conditions.
Another problem of back-azimuth estimation is the direction ambiguity due to 180° arctangent periodicity. This ambiguity can be resolved when the mechanism of a seismic source is
known, which is the case for check shots, perforation shots, or any shots in controlled source
seismic methods. However, for tectonic earthquakes or induced (and triggered) seismicity, the
source mechanism remains unknown imposing ambiguity on the direction (Fig. 10). Therefore,
the back-azimuth estimation needs to be supplemented with some a priori constraints. In hydraulic fracturing operations, the direction towards the area where microseismic events are expected is known so the back-azimuth ambiguity can be easily resolved.
3.2 VTI velocity model inversion scheme
In each microseismic monitoring experiment being performed a knowledge about the velocity
model is indispensable. It can be either obtained through the inversion procedure or taken from
a nearby setting. Nevertheless, if taken from a nearby survey, it does not guarantee the same
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accuracy and should be calibrated. Different strategies for the inversion were already introduced
in Chapter 2. Here, I present a scheme and synthetic tests of my method’s performance.
Developing a new inversion tool on my own was stimulated by the lack of availability of
specific software. The requirements for the software were to:
1) account for anisotropy by producing traveltimes of P-, SH-, and SV-waves,
2) account for refracted waves,
3) be applicable to use with downhole settings,
4) be computationally efficient and applicable as inversion forward solver,
5) be available to purchase or free of charge.
Some oil and gas companies developed their in-house software capable of dealing with the
above requirements; however, they are not willing to share it publicly. There are some scientific
software packages available, fulfilling some, but not all of the requirements. For example, the
Anivec package designed for reflection seismic (Mallick and Frazer 1988) does not support
downhole geometries, ANRAY (Pšenčík 1998) is a good raytracing modeling tool, however,
does not account for head waves, what was necessary in the studied case. Norsar 3D was not
able to simulate expected seismic phases for all traces in desired geometry due to challenging
source effects. What’s more, possibilities to use some particular tools were not available at the
time when this work has started. Hence, I decided to develop the inversion tool on my own,
taking advantage of some already existing software packages, that could be used to some extent.
The procedure of VTI velocity model building through traveltime inversion was designed
in order to obtain a velocity model providing accurate locations of perforation shots, resulting
later in reliable locations of microseismic events. Traveltimes for the inversion and location
procedures were computed using an eikonal traveltime solver by Riedel (2015), which accounts
for all three types of waves (P, SH, and SV) propagating in the TI medium. The SH phase is not
always visible in the records of perforation shots due to the explosive source mechanism. Then,
an extra effort is necessary to obtain the γ parameter. Such a case is discussed in the field data
application in Chapter 4. Nevertheless, it is incorporated by default in the inversion procedure
since other authors report a distinctive SH phase in the perforation shot records (Mizuno et al.
2010; Grechka and Duchkov 2011; Tan et al. 2014). The standard version of the eikonal traveltime solve was created for the purpose of surface seismic applications and was supporting
only P-wave traveltime modeling. Due to collaboration with the author it was adopted to account also for both shear-waves for this particular reason. Then, a full procedure of inversion
including, e.g., establishing communication between different programs and MATLAB in Unix
environment, traveltimes import, error assessment, code parallelization, and optimization, was
developed and encoded in MATLAB by me. The inversion procedure was tested on synthetic
datasets and finally applied to real data (Chapter 4).
𝑃
The objective function ζ is based on the L2 norm differences between the observed (𝑡obs
,
𝑃,𝑖 𝑆𝐻,𝑖 𝑆𝑉,𝑖
𝑆𝐻
𝑆𝑉
𝑡obs , 𝑡obs ) and modeled traveltimes of P-, SH-, and SV-waves (𝑡cal , 𝑡cal , 𝑡cal ) including arbitrary time term t0, analogically to the event location procedure. Calculations are performed for
each receiver i and each available calibration shot j:
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(31)

where p denotes the total number of calibration shots and n denotes the total number of receivers.
Using this approach layer-dependent P- and S-wave velocities and global Thomsen’s anisotropic parameters for the whole model space are inverted. It is flexible to be applied to various
settings, in terms of sources and receivers numbers and positions, isotropic, VTI media or
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mixed. Inversion can be run using all P-, SH-, and SV-waves, and any combinations of them as
well (providing then a limited number of output parameters).
During the synthetic tests, the inversion is run using a MATLAB encoding of Neighborhood Search Algorithm by Sambridge (1999a), coded by James P. Verdon, freely available at
his personal web page: https://www1.gly.bris.ac.uk/~gljpv/software.html (last access on 29 October 2018).
3.2.1 Synthetic tests
Anisotropic velocity models are used to generate input data for all of the tests. Inversions of
both isotropic and anisotropic velocity models are then performed using traveltimes generated
in anisotropic models (with some random noise imposed) in order to:
1) present consequences of ignoring the anisotropy during velocity model building,
2) illustrate how the anisotropy influences the procedure of velocity model building, and
consequently the accuracy of resulting microseismic events locations, by providing
a quantitative measure of location errors,
3) validate a newly developed method of VTI velocity model inversion, examine limits of
its capabilities, and present its advantages over the isotropic approach.
The geometry of synthetic tests showcases a common setting during hydraulic fracturing
operations, where the observation well is close to the heel of the injection well, while the fracturing stages proceed from the toe to the heel. The velocity model is calibrated using the perforation shots. Therefore, the data for model calibration is being gathered from the first till the
last stage execution. Since more shots are becoming available during the treatment, the velocity
model has to be either updated every stage or substituted with a set of isotropic models (singlestage approach), used for a single stage only. In the tests, two different geometries – with proximate and distant calibration shots are considered, displaying geometries that have been used in
hydraulic fracturing jobs done for PGNiG at Lubocino (dataset presented in next two chapters
of this thesis) and Wysin sites.
Two different approaches to isotropic inversion were tested to analyze how the location
error is distributed when moving away from calibration shots location, i.e., to what extent isotropic models can reliably describe anisotropic medium in the vicinity of perforation shots used
for the inversion. Then, the anisotropic inversion was run for the two different model geometries
to validate how the accounting for anisotropy improves the accuracy of the inverted velocity
model. Also, the topic of inversion limits is addressed.
In total, six modeling examples are presented in this thesis, chosen in the way to highlight
differences between various approaches to the velocity model inversion problem for two realcase geometries. In each of the tests, different velocity model is being inverted in order to address a particular aim. Each test, together with the interpretation of its results, is described in
detail in the following paragraphs. The tests with their brief descriptions are listed below:
I.

Proximate single-stage isotropic
The individual isotropic velocity model is inverted per stage (3 perforation shots each).
Shot offsets range from 245 to 610 m from the monitoring borehole (identical to Lubocino
experiment setting).
The aim is to assess the accuracy of this approximate solution and examine its reliable
spatial extent.

II. Proximate isotropic
The single isotropic velocity model is inverted for all the stages, updated every stage by 3
additional perforation shots. Shot offsets range from 245 to 610 m from the monitoring
borehole (identical to Lubocino experiment setting).
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The aim is to verify how accurately the anisotropic medium can be described by a single
isotropic model and confront the findings with the results of test I.
III. Proximate anisotropic
Single VTI anisotropic velocity model is inverted for all the stages, updated every stage by
3 perforation shots, for Lubocino geometry. Shot offsets range from 245 to 610 m from the
monitoring borehole.
The aim is to validate the correctness of the developed inversion procedure.
IV. Distant anisotropic
Single VTI anisotropic velocity model is inverted for all the stages, updated every stage by
3 perforation shots, for Wysin geometry. Shot offsets range from 1245 to 1610 m from
monitoring borehole.
The aim is to validate the correctness of developed inversion procedure in an alternative
setting.
V. Thinning layer accuracy test
Single VTI anisotropic velocity models are inverted using all data from all 5 stages (no
updates), for incrementally decreasing thickness of the middle, anisotropic layer, while
other layers are being isotropic. Shot offsets range from 245 to 610 m from the monitoring
borehole (identical to Lubocino experiment setting).
The aim is to assess the limits of inversion reliability when considering a thin, anisotropic
layer.
VI. Effective anisotropic
Two VTI anisotropic velocity models are inverted using all data from all 5 stages (no updates), for two different strengths of anisotropy in individual layers. Shot offsets range from
245 to 610 m from the monitoring borehole (identical to Lubocino experiment setting).
The aim is to verify how accurately the differently anisotropic layers can be described by
the effectively anisotropic medium with various velocities but global Thomsen’s parameters for the whole model space.
In the synthetic tests, the existence of weak elastic anisotropy was assumed (Thomsen
1986) with Thomsen’s parameters: ε = 0.1, γ = 0.15, δ = 0.05 (comparison between exact and
simplified velocities for weakly anisotropic assumption for given parameters was provided in
Fig. 5). Perforation shot traveltimes for P-, SH-, and SV-waves were generated using an eikonal
solver accounting for anisotropy (Riedel 2015). Then a Gaussian noise with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.000375 s (one sample of data from Lubocino) has been imposed on the picks.
A simple model with three flat layers, absorbing boundary conditions and parameters listed in
Table 2 is assumed. The model layout and its parameters correspond to the geological setting
in Lubocino, in terms of the strength of anisotropy and the presence of a low-velocity shale
Table 2
Parameters of synthetic model used in the modeling
Layer

Top depth
[m]

Thickness
[m]

VP0
[m/s]

VS0
[m/s]

1

0

100

4200

2500

2

100

100

4800

3000

3

200

120

3700

2000

ε

δ

γ

0.10

0.05

0.15
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layer capped by higher velocity formations. A constant layer thickness of 100 m of capping
formations was assumed (except test V). Such a model with no complex geology aims at highlighting the influence of intrinsic anisotropy only, without any structure-induced anisotropy.
There are five groups of perforation shots, i.e., five treatment stages, three shots per stage, resulting in a total number of 15 shots.
Inverting for isotropic models is much faster, since for n layer model with fixed layer interfaces only 2n parameters need to be found. In the case of the VTI anisotropic model with
global anisotropy parameters, one needs to invert for 2n + 3, having an additional ε, γ, and δ.
For isotropic velocity model inversion only P- and SH-wave picks were used, assuming SHwave to be isotropic S-wave.
Initial parameters limits for the isotropic inversions were as follows:
 VP  3300, 5300
 VS  1500, 3500
Initial parameters limits for the anisotropic inversions were:
 VP0 = true VP0 ± 500 m/s
 VS0 = true VS0 ± 500 m/s
 ε, γ, δ = true ε, γ, δ ± 0.03
Parameters ranges were restricted in order to speed up the calculations, reflecting a priori
constraints made from the sonic log interpretation. The grid resolution in all of the examples
was 5 m.
The methodology for each of the inversions and the assessment of its results follow the
steps listed below:
1) Prepare an events grid by generating traveltimes for all possible events locations using
the synthetic VTI anisotropic model described in Table 2 (modified for tests V and VI).
2) Extract traveltimes of events at the calibration shots locations (perforation shots), add
random noise to those traveltimes (mean 0 and standard deviation 0.000375 s).
3) Invert isotropic or anisotropic model for all perforation shots or shots from selected
stages. In the case of scenario V, consider the different thickness of the middle layer.
4) Calculate locations of each event from the events grid (obtained in step 1) using the
inverted velocity model and calculate the mislocation as a Cartesian distance between
obtained and true locations.
5) Compute the Correctness Factor CF0 for each of the inversions to measure model correctness in the vicinity of perforation shots. CF0 is defined as a ratio of events located
with 0-error to all events number in the defined range. The range is corresponding to
the area where microseismic events are expected and is marked in the following figures
(±50 m from extreme coordinates for all available data). In some cases also CF1 is calculated, which is equal to CF0 with 1 grid node error tolerance (±5 m).
I. Proximate single-stage isotropic
Inversions for isotropic, single stage models resulted in good calibration shots locations, with
11 out of 15 shots locations being just exact (Fig. 11). Location errors of 4 mislocated shots
were not greater than diagonal grid node spacing (7 m). However, when moving away from the
calibration shots locations, the error grows considerably (Fig. 12). Least values at the mislocation maps are kept on the axis pointing from the calibration shots location towards the receiver
array, which can be expected due to the presence of anisotropy.
From inspection of Fig. 13 it can be seen, that inverted locations are shifted according to a
consistent pattern. Events are circularly shifted around calibration shots following an anticlockwise motion, i.e., events located more distant or above the calibration shots are moved up
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Fig. 11. Complete map of events mislocation for a set of 5 isotropic models (each per stage) for whole
model space (test I). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance between expected and obtained
location using actual velocity model for each grid point. Expected positions of calibration shots are
marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using inverted velocity model are marked
with yellow upside down triangles. The red rectangle marks the area taken into account for CF0 calculation.

Fig. 12. Map of events mislocation for a set of 5 isotropic models (each per stage) enlarged for selected
area (zoomed into red rectangle in Fig. 11). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance between
expected and obtained location using actual velocity model for each event. Expected positions of calibration shots are marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using inverted velocity
model are marked with yellow upside down triangles. CF0 is calculated for whole visible area.
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Fig. 13. Map of events mislocation directions for a set of 5 isotropic models (each per stage) enlarged
for selected area (derived from Fig. 11). Vectors point from expected towards the obtained location, but
their lengths have been downscaled for clarity; therefore, for mislocation magnitudes the reader is referred back to Fig. 12. Expected positions of calibration shots are marked with red triangles, calibration
shots locations obtained using inverted velocity model are marked with black upside down triangles.

and towards the monitoring array, while locations of closer and lower-lying events are decreased and moved away from the monitoring array.
The CF0 for all of the stages remains lower than 0.1, meaning that less than 10% of the
events can be located correctly (for details see Table 3).
II. Proximate isotropic
In this stage-by-stage updated test, all currently available information was used, i.e., calibration
shots from subsequent stages were being added with every stage.
Inversions for isotropic stage-wise updated models also resulted in quite good calibration
shots locations. The number of their exact locations was varying between 66 and 100% from
stage to stage (Fig. 14). Location errors of mislocated shots were slightly higher than for a single-stage approach and reached 11 m. Nevertheless, this approach resulted in higher location
accuracy in the vicinity of calibration shots (Fig. 15).
The largest areas of low mislocation values were observed in Stage 2, with CF0 reaching
0.34. Relatively high CF0 = 0.19 was observed also for Stage 3 (detailed values are given in
Table 3).
It may be concluded that unlike in the single-stage case, adding data from consecutive
stages takes advantage of increasing the area of subsurface being probed. However, when incidence angle coverage becomes significant, the isotropic model is not capable of providing accurate locations anymore, due to velocity variation with different incidence angles (see Fig. 5).
Nevertheless, ultimately providing data from more stages had, in this case, a positive contribution to a final solution resulting in higher CF0s for all the stages when compared to the previous
test (Table 3).
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Fig. 14. Complete map of events mislocation for a set of 5 isotropic models (each per stage) for whole
model space (test II). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance between expected and obtained
location using the actual velocity model for each grid point. Expected positions of calibration shots are
marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using the inverted velocity model are
marked with yellow upside-down triangles. The red rectangle marks the area taken into account for CF0
calculation. Note that the maximum value at the color scale for Stage 1 is doubled.

Fig. 15. Map of events mislocation for set of 5 isotropic models (each per stage) enlarged for selected
area (zoomed into red rectangle in Fig. 14). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance between
expected and obtained location using actual velocity model for each event. Expected positions of calibration shots are marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using inverted velocity
model are marked with yellow upside down triangles. CF0 is calculated for whole visible area.
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Table 3
Model correctness factor CF0 for modeling scenarios I–IV
Stage number

1

2

3

4

5

I. Proximate single-stage isotropic

0.0560

0.0937

0.0272

0.0387

0.0262

II. Proximate isotropic

0.0560

0.3401

0.1983

0.1282

0.1078

III. Proximate anisotropic

0.1088

0.7106

0.9158

1.0000

0.9801

IV. Distant anisotropic

0.0842

0.2517

0.2862

0.5735

1.0000

Note: Highest values highlighted in bold.

Fig. 16. Map of events mislocation directions for a set of 5 isotropic models (each per stage) enlarged
for selected area (derived from Fig. 14). Vectors point from expected towards obtained location, however their length have been downscaled for clarity, therefore for mislocation magnitudes the reader is
referred back to Fig. 15). Expected positions of calibration shots are marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using inverted velocity model are marked with black upside down triangles.

This observation provides an insight into the spatial validity of isotropic solution to anisotropic media. When looking closer at Stage 4 and 5 results (Fig. 15) it can be seen, that the 0error area is located in the middle of the offset range of perforation shots, while locations of
lateral perforations already exhibit some error. Isotropic model is fitted as a median solution,
but the data span is too big to be correctly represented by the isotropic model only.
In this case, no consistent pattern can be inferred from Fig. 16.
III. Proximate anisotropic
Including Thomsen’s anisotropic parameters in the inversion resulted in a much better resolved
model than in both isotropic cases (Fig. 17). In Fig. 18, one can observe how 0 m mislocation
area around the perforation shots is constantly expanding while more data is being included.
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Fig. 17. Map of events mislocation for a set of 5 anisotropic models (updated with each stage) for whole
model space (test III). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance between expected and obtained
location using the actual velocity model for each grid point. Expected positions of calibration shots are
marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using the inverted velocity model are
marked with yellow upside-down triangles. The red rectangle marks the area taken into account for CF0
calculation. Note that the maximum value at the color scale for Stage 1 is doubled.

Fig. 18. Map of events mislocation for set of 5 anisotropic models (updated with each stage) enlarged
for selected area (zoomed into red rectangle in Fig. 17). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance
between expected and obtained location using actual velocity model for each event. Mislocation is
clipped to maximum 50 m for Stage 1, and to 25 m for other stages. Expected positions of calibration
shots are marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using inverted velocity model
are marked with yellow upside down triangles. CF0 is calculated for whole visible area.
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Fig. 19. Map of event mislocation directions for a set of 5 anisotropic models (updated with each stage)
enlarged for selected area (derived from Fig. 17). Vectors point from expected towards obtained location, but their length have been downscaled for clarity; therefore, for mislocation magnitudes the reader
is referred back to Fig. 18. Expected positions of calibration shots are marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using inverted velocity model are marked with black upside down triangles.

Fig. 20. 1-D marginal PDFs for all 9 model parameters obtained by the sampling algorithm (using the
NA ensemble) in inversion for Stage 5. The prior distributions were uniform. The panels are arranged
so that 1st row represents VP0 for each layer, 2nd row represents VS0 for each layer and 3rd represents
Thomsen parameters: ε, δ, and γ, respectively. The red solid lines show the true value of each model
parameter.
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The Stage 1 model has a strong similarity to the isotropic models in terms of CF0 (only
0.08) and circular trend of events mislocation (Fig. 19). Low CF0 is caused by limited incidence
angles among calibration shots, and hence, limited information about the anisotropy, showing
limited possibilities of accounting for anisotropy when data span is significantly limited. Nevertheless, in the Stage 2, when more data is available, CF0 already grows to 0.71 showing superiority of this approach over the isotropic multi-stage case already in this early stage.
Finally, when data from consecutive stages is being added further the CF0 continue to
grow and reaches 1 at Stage 4 (Table 3). In Stage 5, CF0 decreases to 0.98, which should be
accounted for an influence of a random noise added to the traveltimes. An example of marginal
distribution of PDF of each free parameter for Stage 5 is presented in Fig. 20 to provide some
insight into parameter sampling and inversion convergence. For some parameters, a bimodal
distribution can be recognized. Nevertheless, in this case, the solution closer to the expected
one has been chosen.
Clearly, much better accuracy of events locations can be reached when anisotropy is included in the inversion. Importantly, the results indicate that accurate locations are obtained not
only for the calibration shots but also for their surroundings up to distances where most of the
microseismic events are expected to occur during hydraulic stimulation.
IV. Distant anisotropic
This case is analogical to modeling III, but with offsets shifted 1 km away from the monitoring
borehole to simulate the geometry of the Wysin experiment. Results show high similarity to the
previous case, with CF0 stably growing from stage to stage (Fig. 21), to finally reach 1 in the
last of them (Table 3). However, here, the CF0s grows much slower when comparing to the

Fig. 21. Map of event mislocation for a set of 5 anisotropic models (updated with each stage) for whole
model space (test IV). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance between expected and obtained
location using the actual velocity model for each grid point. Mislocation is clipped to a maximum of
50 m. Expected positions of calibration shots are marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations
obtained using the inverted velocity model are marked with yellow upside-down triangles. The red rectangle marks the area taken into account for CF0 calculation.
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Fig. 22. Map of events mislocation for a set of 5 anisotropic models (updated with each stage) enlarged
for selected area (zoomed into red rectangle in Fig. 21). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance
between expected and obtained location using actual velocity model for each event. Expected positions
of calibration shots are marked with red triangles, calibration shot locations obtained using inverted
velocity model are marked with yellow upside down triangles. CF0 is calculated for whole visible area.

Fig. 23. Map of events mislocation directions for a set of 5 anisotropic models (updated with each stage)
enlarged for selected area (derived from Fig. 22). Vectors point from expected towards an obtained location, and their length is shown in a true scale. Expected positions of calibration shots are marked with
red triangles, calibration shot locations obtained using inverted velocity model are marked with black
upside-down triangles.
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proximate case (Fig. 22), because of limited incidence angles sampling due to greater distance.
It can also be observed that the 0-error area is limited only to the vicinity of the calibration
shots. This effect is caused by the greater distance to the borehole.
From inspection of Fig. 23 it can be seen, that inverted locations are being pushed vertically towards the perforation shot.
V. Thinning layer accuracy test
This test was performed to asses possible accuracy of the inversion in terms of minimum layer
thickness for which reliable parameters can be obtained. Differently from previous cases, all
the available data from five stages were used at once, to simulate the most favorable conditions.
The thickness of a middle layer was being decreased from 100 to 1 m with 5 m increment,
resulting in 21 inversion results, keeping the grid resolution of 5 m. When the bottom of the
middle layer was moving upwards in subsequent iterations, simultaneously the top of the lowermost layer was lifted to keep the model consistency.
For this test, a 3-layer velocity model, similar to previous cases, was used. Model parameters are given in Table 4. The only differences were varying middle layer thickness, and the
presence of anisotropy (ε = 0.1, γ = 0.15, δ = 0.05) in the middle layer only. The proximate
(Lubocino) setting with data from five stages was used.
Table 4
Parameters of synthetic model used in the modeling V
Layer

Top depth
[m]

Thickness
[m]

VP0
[m/s]

VS0
[m/s]



δ

γ

1

0

100

4200

2500

0.0

0.0

0.0

2

100

1–100

4800

3000

0.10

0.05

0.15

3

101–200

120–220

3700

2000

0.0

0.0

0.0

The minimal thickness of the anisotropic layer for which its parameters can be reliably
retrieved was determined by tracking the stability of inverted parameters with decreasing layer
thickness and corresponding CF0s. Results are plotted in Fig. 24.
From its inspection, it can be inferred that the minimum layer thickness of 60 m should be
considered, mainly due to a critical decrease of CF0 below this thickness. Till this limit velocities for all the layers and γ are stable, while ε and δ are slightly fluctuating around the expected
values. Nevertheless, CF0 is kept as 1 as long as the thickness stays above 60 m. This limit is
dictated by lowering the influence of the anisotropy on the traveltimes due to decreasing layer
thickness. True parameters of the middle layer cannot be tracked anymore, and the thin anisotropic layer is tried to be explained by increasing the velocities, however the key parameter CF
drops dramatically.
When the thickness of anisotropic layers drops to 1 m, the model becomes close enough to
isotropic to make the CF0 to increase up to 0.82.
The minimum thickness of the anisotropic layer that has been estimated may be much
higher than required for some of the shale gas exploration applications. Therefore, in order to
provide a possible solution to account for anisotropic layers that are too thin to be resolved,
estimation of the effective anisotropy is examined in the next test.
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Fig. 24. Best fitted parameters in subsequent anisotropic velocity model inversion with thinning middle
layer (test V) and corresponding CFs. The black plot at bottom panel indicates mean relative error of
best fitted parameters with respect to expected parameter values.

VI. Effective anisotropy
This test was performed to verify how accurately the anisotropic model built of differently anisotropic layers can be described by effectively anisotropic medium (Banik 1987; Sena 1991)
accounting for various velocities but global Thomsen’s parameters for whole model space. This
inversion scenario may be implemented when the strength of anisotropy is varying from layer
to layer or when the layer thickness is too thin to be resolved in test V (Backus 1962).
Two scenarios of anisotropy strength were considered, with varying Thomsen’s parameters
in the lowermost, thickest layer containing perforation shots. Parameters of both models are
listed in Table 5. Since two out of three layers anisotropic parameters are kept equal only the
differences were shown (in brackets) for anisotropic scenario 2. Vertical velocities and layer
Table 5
Parameters of synthetic model used in effective anisotropy modeling
Layer

VP0
[m/s]

VS0
[m/s]

ε

δ

γ

1

4200

2500

0.04

0.02

0.05

2

4800

3000

0.07

0.03

0.09

3

3700

2000

0.05 (0.1)

0.01 (0.05)

0.04 (0.13)

Note: Thomsen’s parameters varying between two presented cases are given in the brackets.
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Fig. 25. Complete map of events mislocation for effectively anisotropic models (two scenarios of anisotropy) for whole model space (test VI). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance between
expected and obtained location using the actual velocity model for each grid point. Expected positions
of calibration shots are marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using the inverted
velocity model are marked with yellow upside-down triangles. The red rectangle marks the area taken
into account for CF0 calculation. Mislocation has been clipped to maximum value of 150 m.

Fig. 26. Map of event mislocation for effectively anisotropic models (two scenarios of anisotropy)
(zoomed into red rectangle in Fig. 25). Mislocation is calculated as a Cartesian distance between expected and obtained location using actual velocity model for each event. Expected positions of calibration shots are marked with red triangles, calibration shots locations obtained using inverted velocity
model are marked with yellow upside down triangles. CF0 is calculated for whole visible area.

geometry were kept consistent with previous modelings. Mislocation maps were computed as
for previous examples.
The obtained results indicate that for tested geometry both anisotropic scenarios can be
resolved by an effective anisotropy approach (Fig. 25). When looking at resulting misfit maps
in detail (Fig. 26), it can be observed that event mislocation in the area of main interest is not
exceeding 15 meters. CF0s for both cases reached only 0.23 and 0.14, respectively. Importantly,
small, 5 to 10 m error is present in calibration shots locations. Nevertheless, computing CF1s
(CF with the tolerance of one grid node error, 5 m) gave much higher values of 0.81 and 0.77,
respectively. This indicates that in this case inverting effectively anisotropic model resulted in
models providing not exact, but close to expected locations of microseismic events for almost
80% of the zone of interest area.
3.2.2 Feasibility of real-time inversion
Hydraulic fracturing is a complex, time-consuming operation usually involving from few up to
even twenty or more fracturing stages in one horizontal borehole. Prior to each of the stimulations, a particular borehole interval needs to be perforated. Preparation for each stimulation
involves gathering the necessary water resources on the site, specifying an amount of proppant
to be used in a particular stage and planning the chemical composition of the slurry to maximize
the treatment effectiveness. Industrial practice is to advance with subsequent stages usually not
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faster than one operation per day. During the stimulation and also after, before proceeding to
the next stage, an assessment of its effectiveness needs to be performed.
Therefore, it takes at minimum one day from perforating the desired interval to the main
stimulation. To be able to locate the induced microseismicity using an updated anisotropic velocity model, the velocity model inversion should be done during the night.
There are usually only a few perforation shots per stage, so extracting their seismograms
and picking the first breaks is not a time-consuming process. Hence, the only concern is on the
computational part. Following methodology presented in this thesis, the CPU time will vary
due to (i) the model complexity: the number of layers, the size of the model, density of the grid
points, and (ii) due to the desired accuracy of the optimization algorithm (here NA sampler by
Sambridge (1999a) is employed). The number of perforation shots does not contribute significantly to the computation time, and hence, can be neglected.
Regarding the model complexity factor, I presented examples of two different 3-layer models with dimensions 700×350 m and 1700×350 m and with grid spacing of 5 m. In each isotropic model inversion, 6 free parameters were inverted, while in inversions including
anisotropy 9 free parameters were inverted. The more free parameters are being inverted, the
more realizations of the forward problem require the inversion to converge in a global minimum. Therefore, the increasing complexity of the model increases the computation time nonlinearly. Respective computation times are given in Table 6.
Although the scope of this thesis is resolving anisotropy, the isotropic inversion was included in the table for comparison.
Table 6
Comparison of computation times for different inversion approaches
Model

CPU time
on 22 cores

Total CPU time

Number
of realizations

Number
of free parameters

700×350 m isotropic

1 h 40 min

36 h 40 min

33000

6

700×350 m anisotropic

6h

132 h

51000

9

1700×350 m anisotropic

8h

176 h

51000

9

With nowadays technology total CPU times of the order of 100–200 hours are possible to
accomplish, as assumed during the night. These resources can be available on the site. Otherwise, even a small remote computing cluster can be easily used for the calculations. Therefore,
implementing on-site real-time inversion of anisotropic velocity model during an ongoing hydraulic fracturing job is undoubtedly possible.
3.3 Conclusions from this chapter
In this chapter, I introduced the algorithm of the probabilistic event location and its possible
applications. Also, I developed the technique for VTI anisotropic velocity model inversion using traveltimes of calibration shots or perforation shots. Inversion methodology is supplemented by a set of synthetic tests in order to compare the accuracy of resulting velocity models
with isotropic solutions and benchmark the technique in particular applications. The chapter is
completed with a discussion on the feasibility of implementing the presented methodology in
real-time to ongoing hydraulic fracturing monitoring campaign.
The Bayesian approach for the microseismic event location provides a better insight into
the problem than the standard approach in terms of uncertainty assessment. This approach offers individual distributions of location PDF for each event. What’s more, those distributions
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are unique in their 3D shape. The cumulative location PDF clearly can point out highly fractured
zones and show directly the scale and the character of the location uncertainty. Moreover, it can
be scaled by, e.g., moment magnitude to produce easy to analyze maps having the advantage of
transparency over visualization approaches.
The new technique of traveltime-based anisotropic velocity model inversion proved to be
effective in terms of velocities and anisotropic parameters estimation resulting in accurate locations of microseismic events. Presented synthetic tests showed that accounting for the anisotropy in the inversion procedure greatly improves the accuracy of microseismic events locations
and that it is always beneficial to account for the anisotropy during velocity model inversion
whenever dealing with anisotropic media. The accuracy of locations using anisotropic models
is superior when comparing with isotropic ones (tests I, II, and III).
When only isotropic models are inverted (tests I and II), updating the model provides better
results in terms of event mislocation than a single-stage approach. Nevertheless, when updating
the isotropic models, the performance of the updated model is related to the strength of the
anisotropy, and hence, spatial model correctness should be expected to be case-dependent. In
the studied case with particular strength of anisotropy, a uniform model for two stages resulted
in the best results quantified as the least deviation from the perforation shot location. Model
performance can be assessed by synthetic modeling of expected anisotropy; however, when
such modeling is available implementing anisotropic inversion is also available. Also in multistage isotropic model approach, least errors are expected to occur in the center of the region
containing calibration data, while extreme calibration points can already experience significant
mislocation errors (test II).
Tests III and IV positively validated the proposed velocity model inversion methodology.
Test results prove that the presented approach provides model accuracy suitable to be used in
hydraulic fracturing monitoring operations.
Test V aimed in the assessment of limits of inversion capabilities in case of minimum layer
thickness in a particular setting, corresponding to the geometry of the Lubocino experiment
described in the next chapter. The minimum layer thickness for which anisotropic parameters
and velocities can be inverted correctly was estimated as 60 m.
Test VI presented the accuracy of event locations when effective anisotropy is considered.
In this application, inversion methodology resulted in being less accurate. However, still, almost 80% of the zone of interest area was resolved with event mislocation not greater than 5 m,
which is still satisfactory in terms of field data applications.
4. BUILDING AN ANISOTROPIC VELOCITY MODEL FOR MICROSEISMIC
EVENT LOCATION
In this chapter, I present an application of VTI anisotropic velocity model inversion described
in Chapter 3 to the real data from Lubocino microseismic monitoring experiment. Due to the
lack of SH arrivals in perforation shot records, the methodology presented in Chapter 3 is modified by incorporating traveltimes of microseismic events in order to obtain parameter γ. Then
I locate the microseismic events and give the geomechanical interpretation of stimulation performance. The experiment geometry, geological setting, and data availability were described in
the Introduction section. This chapter is an elaborated version of Gajek et al. (2018b).
4.1 Data and initial data processing
4.1.1 Perforation shots
The data processing sequence started from identifying the perforation shots in the dataset. Some
general information about the perforation shots was provided, but the exact origin times of the
shots were unknown. Stack of vertical components from all 11 receivers at the approximate
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time of the shots was scanned using STA/LTA based detector (Allen 1978) to detect the strongest events. Then perforation shots were identified as most prominent events having expected
moveouts (propagating from the reservoir upwards towards the receiver array). Signals from all
shots performed with Hydra-jet technology (hydroperforation) numbered 1, 4, and 5 (Table 7)
were not visible in the data. The record of perforation shot example is shown in Fig. 27.

Fig. 27. Raw records of a perforation shot from Stage 2. Note extremely high amplitudes of the signal.
Most prominent are the P-wave arrivals at 0.05 s, SV arrivals visible at 0.2 s, two reflections from some
lower and upper reflectors visible at 0.4 s and 1.1 s, respectively, no SH wave is visible. Section a) shows
a full-length record, section b) shows enlarged P- and SV-waves arrivals of the same event marked with
gray rectangle in section a).
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Table 7
Perforation shots
No.

Stage

Type

Offset
[m]

Depth
[m]

P-wave
picks

Fast S-wave Slow S-wave
picks
picks

1

1

Hydra-jet

694

2925

0

0

0

2

2

Plug-and-perf

611

2925

11

0

9

3

3

Plug-and-perf

526

2925

11

0

11

4

3

Hydra-jet

513

2925

0

0

0

5

3

Hydra-jet

507

2925

0

0

0

6

4

Plug-and-perf

454

2924

11

0

11

7

4

Plug-and-perf

441

2924

11

0

11

8

4

Plug-and-perf

428

2924

11

0

11

9

5

Plug-and-perf

369

2923

11

0

11

10

5

Plug-and-perf

356

2923

11

0

11

11

5

Plug-and-perf

343

2923

11

0

11

12

6

Plug-and-perf

285

2925

11

0

11

13

6

Plug-and-perf

282

2925

11

0

11

14

6

Plug-and-perf

272

2925

11

0

11

15

6

Plug-and-perf

269

2925

11

0

11

16

6

Plug-and-perf

259

2925

11

0

11

Arrivals of 13 detected perforation shots (those done with blasting) were picked manually.
Clear P- and mostly clear slow S-wave (SV)2 arrivals were observed for each of the shots, while
fast S-waves (SH) were observed only on few traces, but were impossible to pick. The lack of
fast S-wave energy can be explained by the explosive source mechanism, where theoretically
no shearing is observed (Grechka and Heigl 2017) and also unfavorable radiation pattern in
case of non-volumetric source mechanism components.
For P- and SV-waves, clear and high amplitude arrivals were usually observed. P-wave
was picked for all shots on all traces. Two picks of SV-wave were skipped in the case of the
first, most distant shot due to the lack of clear onsets and none of the q-SH arrivals was picked.
4.1.2 Determining the orientation of geophones
To assure the reliability of microseismic recordings, the knowledge on the position of the sensors is necessary. The depth of the tool string is known with enough precision just by monitoring
the cable length when inserting the tool string into the borehole. Information on the depth of
the receivers was provided by the contractor. Instruments are assumed to be vertically aligned
with the borehole due to having a mechanical arm preventing them from tilting. However, they

For the brevity, the qualifiers in “quasi P-wave” and “quasi S-waves” are omitted.
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still can rotate around the cable during the placement, and the orientation of horizontal components is unknown (DiSiena et al. 1984). Therefore, to be able to determine the position of registered events of unknown locations, a calibration has to be done beforehand (e.g. Becquey and
Dubesset 1990; Zaręba and Danek 2019). In order to determine the tool string rotation, a record
of some events with known locations can be used, usually, the perforation shots (Maxwell
2014).
To determine the perforations’ back-azimuth for each receiver, 100 samples long P-wave
hodograms of X and Y horizontal components were used. Taking advantage of an approximately
constant borehole azimuth towards the monitoring well for each stage (see, e.g., Fig. 38),
hodograms of each of 13 registered shots were stacked at single receivers to limit the fitting
uncertainty. A standard linear regression with line parameter b= 0 was performed providing a

Fig. 28. Downhole array record of
an event recorded during hydraulic
fracturing (vertical components
only). The raw data with a bandpass filter (a) and data filtered by
MCCF and then band-pass filter (b)
(Trojanowski et al. 2016).
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direction towards the shot location due to linear polarization of P-waves and positive first arrivals expected from explosive sources. Then, horizontal receiver components were rotated from
sensor to geographical reference frame (Z, X, Y to Z, E, N), keeping in mind clock-wise orientation of Avalon receiver components.
4.1.3 Microseismic events detection
For the detection of events, a standard STA/LTA detection algorithm (Allen 1978) was run on
each component for the filtered data. Even though the downhole environment is usually more
favorable for microseismic monitoring in terms of noise level, because of sources and receivers
proximity and the lack of cultural or weather noise, a considerable level of noise was observed
most probably due to some open perforations and high fluid level in the observation well (according to the contractor), suppressing some of the weakest events. Hence, the data were prefiltered using a multichannel convolution filter (MCCF) for correlated noise (Trojanowski et
al. 2016; Trojanowski 2019) followed by a standard 80–600 Hz band-pass filter. The performance of MCCF is shown in Fig. 28.

Fig. 29. Waveforms from example of a microseismic event recorded by the 11 3C geophones. An event
with strong SWS, producing significant time delays (19–37 ms) between fast and slow S-wave. Picks
are labeled on the bottom trace, geophones labeled from top to bottom.

4.1.4 Arrivals picking
In order to locate an event using traveltime based methods, accurate onsets of each wave on
corresponding traces have to be identified (Fig. 29). This can be done either manually or automatically. In this case, I picked the traveltimes manually to gain sound insight into the data and
guarantee a high picking accuracy despite noisy recording conditions. To browse the seismograms and pick the first breaks of P-, SH-, and SV-waves I created a dedicated software –
a graphical user interface (GUI) in Matlab (Fig. 30). This software provided means for visual
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Fig. 30. A Matlab GUI created for microseismic records processing. An example of an event with all
three phases picked at all of the receivers is shown in the main window.

inspection of the detections, their quality control (accepting as microseismic event or discarding), picking P, SH, and SV arrivals, filtering, displaying theoretical picks (from rough velocity
model based at this stage on sonic logs), setting semi-automated picks within a single event
range based on expected moveout projection and updating an external event database.
The majority of the detections had the most prominent, high amplitude SH-wave onsets,
which were triggering the detector. All detections not having a proper moveout (i.e., propagating downwards) were discarded. If q-SH and P-wave onsets were distinctive enough to be
picked at least on few traces, a detection was considered as an event. When the q-SV wave was
present, it was always picked when possible. In the end, over 1600 events were picked at the
initial stage. However, in the final analysis, 1385 events were taken into account, due to e.g.,
wrong picked traces, duplicates or being located outside the model space (after inverting the
final anisotropic velocity model). The catalog of picks for the 1385 events dataset consisted of
15101 P-wave picks, 14974 SH-wave picks, and 7418 SV-wave picks. SV onsets were most
often easily recognizable in the records. However, marking the arrival was, in many cases,
challenging. Such prepared events were ready to be located just after obtaining an accurate
velocity model.
4.2 Anisotropic velocity model building
The velocity model is necessary to obtain locations of microseismic events. Perforation shots,
whose locations are known, are used to benchmark the model. A velocity model that provides
locations of the perforations close to the expected location will also provide proper locations of
microseismic events in their vicinity. The service company provided isotropic velocity models
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for each stage. However, locating perforation shots using those models (assuming SV arrivals
as isotropic S-wave) generated huge location errors (order of tens of meters). Hence, there was
a need to develop a proper velocity model that will guarantee accurate locations of microseismic
events.
A 5-layer VTI model was built in a three-step workflow using traveltimes of 13 available
perforation shots spanning laterally from 250 to 600 m away from the sensor string (Fig. 4).
The number and depths of the layers were chosen based on the geological information and the
sonic log data (Fig. 31a). As a model benchmark I used Backus averaged (Backus 1962) welllog data from well L1 (averaging for f = 200 Hz using Seismic Unix) (Liner and Fei 2007),
which is a reasonable upscaled approximation of a sonic log data (Maxwell et al. 2010; Bos et
al. 2018). The benchmark model has an accuracy of 17 m of average mislocation. Locations
were too deep for near offsets and too shallow for far offsets, although still more accurate than
locations from isotropic models provided by the contractor. I was inverting for effective Thomsen’s parameters and layer-dependent velocities. The free parameters were global e, g, and VP0
and VS0 for each layer. δ was kept fixed equal to 0.02 due to its stability in the well-log data
(Fig. 31). The three-step workflow included:
1. Inverting for VP0 and VS0 of top four layers and Thomsen’s ε;
2. Inverting for Thomsen’s γ using extra traveltimes of microseismic events;
3. Estimating VP0 and VS0 of the bottom layer.
In the synthetic tests performed in Chapter 3 Neighborhood Search Algorithm (Sambridge
1999a) was used to find the minima during the inversion for the velocity model. However, the
computational cost of the Neighborhood Algorithm became too heavy to be used with a dense,
1×1 m grid. Therefore, I have implemented a nested grid-search (Bentley 1975) scheme to be
used instead. The parameter space was linearly sampled along each dimension to produce the

Fig. 31. Well-log data: formation tops – the dashed black lines, depth scale in True Vertical Depth (TVD)
from Kelly Bushing (KB); (a) VP0 from sonic log – the magenta line, VS0 from sonic log – the orange
line, Backus-averaged VP0 – the black line, Backus-averaged VS0 – the dashed blue line (Backus averaging for f = 200 Hz); (b) the solid lines are the Thomsen’s parameters obtained through Backus averaging.
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initial grid, which has been narrowed around the best solution after each iteration, then re-sampled and re-searched. Being aware of a trade-off between the accuracy of inverted parameters
and computation time, in each subsequent iteration parameter space ranges were limited by
40%. This relatively slow convergence was meant to prevent the algorithm from falling into
local minima.
4.2.1 Inverting for VP0 and VS0 of top four layers and Thomsen’s ε
Due to the lack of SH-waves in the recorded wave field of the perforation shots (see Fig. 27),
the inversion was run using P- and SV-waves onsets only. Under the weak anisotropy assumption (Thomsen 1986), Thomsen’s γ is present only in the formula for the SH-wave velocity,
which was not available in the perforation data. Hence, γ was skipped in the first step of the
workflow and was inverted from the records of selected microseismic events afterward. Therefore, in the first step, I was inverting for VP0 and VS0 of each layer and ε. Hence, the objective
function ζ, defined in Chapter 3 (Eq. (31)), was reduced by the SH-wave term, to a new form ζʹ
accounting for the differences between picks and modeled traveltimes of P- and SV-waves only,
including time t0 (Eq. (32)):
𝑃,𝑖,𝑗

𝜁՜ =

𝑃,𝑖,𝑗

2

𝑆𝑉,𝑖,𝑗

𝑆𝑉,𝑖,𝑗

2

∑𝑛
𝑖=1( (𝑡obs −𝑡cal +𝑡0 ) + (𝑡obs −𝑡cal +𝑡0 ) )
∑𝑝𝑗=1 √
𝑛

(32)

The obtained best-fitting parameters are listed in Table 8, while the resulting traveltimes
comparison is presented in Fig. 32. Perforation shot locations will be discussed in detail after
completing all 3 steps of the inversion procedure.

Fig. 32. Comparison of the observed and modeled best-fitted P- and SV-wave perforation shots traveltimes. For each perforation the RMS misfit is given at the top.
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Table 8
The VTI model parameters obtained after 1st step of the inversion procedure
Layer

Top depth
[m]

Thickness
[m]

VP0
[m/s]

VS0
[m/s]

1

2615

274

4241

2423

2

2889

18

3938

1825

3

2906

8

4492

1841

4

2914

24

3677

1800



δ

0.15

0.02

4.2.2 Inverting for Thomsen’s γ using extra traveltimes of microseismic events
Microseismic events tended to have clear P- and SH-waves onsets, whereas SV-wave onsets
were appearing clear enough to be picked in less than half of the records of microseismic events
only. Therefore, knowing that γ was crucial to obtain locations of the events because it is present
in the SH-wave velocity formula (Thomsen 1986) I calculated its value using records of carefully chosen microseismic events (Gajek et al. 2018a). First, the event database was searched
for the microseismic events having P- and SV-wave onsets most similar to the same onsets in
perforation shots records. The criterion was the lowest RMS value of the picks differences.
Similar moveout guarantees events locations to be close to the corresponding perforation shots
locations, which are known. Hence, each perforation shot is supplemented with SH-wave onsets
from microseismic event best matching P- and SV-wave onsets. Comparison of perforation
shots and selected events is shown in Fig. 33.
Thanks to the rich population of events, the obtained fitting is acceptable except of the
first, most distant perforation shot, which was therefore excluded from further γ calculation.
Finding well-fitting onsets allowed to assume that the chosen event’s hypocenter was at the

Fig. 33. Comparison of the perforation shots and selected matching event traveltimes. Note that the first
pair was considered as an outlier.
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Fig. 34. Comparison of the observed and modeled best-fitted perforation shots and selected event moveouts. P- and SV-waves picks come from perforation shots records, SH-wave picks come from selected
events records. For each perforation, the RMS misfit is given at the top.

perforation location; therefore, SH-waves that were not visible in the perforation shots should
be expected with the same delays as for the matched events. Subsequently, I computed several
velocity models for different values of γ, keeping other parameters fixed. By comparing the
misfit of the observed delays, I determined that Thomsen’s γ equal to 0.27 fits the data best.
The comparison of picked and modeled perforation shots traveltimes is shown in Fig. 34.
Note that the first shot was not taken into account in γ inversion.
4.2.3 Estimating VP0 and VS0 of the bottom layer
Velocities for the base of the stimulated Sasino formation, i.e., the fast limestone Kopalino
layer, were impossible to obtain using perforation shots due to the lack of distinguishable refracted waves in the recorded wave field, meaning there is no information about this layer in
the records. When trying to invert at once for all five layers, the Kopalino velocities were marginalized towards low velocities, not contributing to the shape of the moveouts. Nevertheless,
this layer still plays a role in the procedure of microseismic events location, since some of them
can originate from below the perforation shots locations or even from the Kopalino formation.
Another source of information on the velocities is the sonic well log. However, when comparing inverted velocities from the above layers with well log data, I observed that the latter
were higher (Fig. 35), following the velocity dispersion theory (Winkler 1986), so they cannot
be directly assigned to the model. Indeed, traveltime modeling with VP0 and VS0 values from
Backus-averaged well logs caused refraction at the distant perforation shot location, which does
not agree with observed moveouts. Hence, I kept on lowering the bottom layer velocities as
long as the direct waves became the first arrivals. The velocities of the bottommost layer were
finally identified as VP0 = 5200 m/s and VS0 = 2730 m/s. The third step finalized the VTI
velocity model building procedure.
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4.2.4 The final model
The three-step workflow resulted in the complete set of parameters required to describe the 5layer VTI velocity model despite challenging limitations in the data. The exact values of inverted parameters are listed in Table 9. The comparison of derived model parameters with the
benchmark Backus-averaged model is presented in Fig. 35.
Table 9
The final VTI model parameters obtained after complete inversion procedure
Layer

Top depth
[m]

Thickness
[m]

VP0
[m/s]

VS0
[m/s]

1

2615

274

4241

2423

2

2889

18

3938

1825

3

2906

8

4492

1841

4

2914

24

3677

1800

5

2938

62+

5200

2730



δ

γ

0.15

0.02

0.27

Note: 5th layer had no lower bound and was limited by range of microseismic
events, afterwards.

Fig. 35. Well-log data and estimated velocity model parameters for the L1 well: formation tops – the
dashed black lines, depth scale in TVD from KB; (a) VP0 from sonic log – the magenta line, VS0 from
sonic log – the orange line, Backus-averaged VP0 – the black line, Backus-averaged VS0 – the dashed
blue line (Backus averaging for f = 200 Hz), estimated VP0 – the light blue line, estimated VS0 – the
red line, and (b) the solid lines are the Thomsen’s parameters obtained through Backus averaging; the
Thomsen’s parameters derived from inversion are shown as the dashed lines.
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The inverted model results in accurate locations of perforation shots in offset-depth crosssection are shown in Fig. 36 (the offset-azimuth errors will be addressed in the subsequent section). The average mislocation equals 7 m (average mislocation of the benchmark model was
17 m) and is affected mostly by inaccuracy in offset plane (Fig. 37).
The RMS of inverted model misfit equals 2.4 ms for all three onsets (perforation shots and
matched events) and 1.3 ms when considering only P and SV only (perforation shots only),
whereas picking uncertainty for strong perforation shots was assumed to be 0.375 ms (one sam-

Fig. 36. Perforation shot locations in a vertical cross-section aligned with borehole trajectory. The true
locations of all 13 recorded perforations are marked with the yellow diamonds, not-recorded are marked
with the gray diamonds. Here, 13 perforation shot locations in the Backus-averaged benchmark model
are marked with stage-colored stars. Perforation shot locations in the best obtained model are marked
with stage-colored circles, depth scale in TVD from KB.

Fig. 37. Comparison of mislocations (upwards pointing axis) and time residuals (downwards pointing
axis) between the initial Backus-averaged model (marked in orange) and the final inverted (marked in
blue) velocity models. In the mislocation section, the dark bars represent the horizontal component of
the location error and the light bars represent the vertical component of the location error.
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ple). The comparison between the recorded and modeled moveouts using the final velocity
model is shown in Fig. 34 and reveals a very good match for the P and SV onsets, whereas the
SH-waves are less-accurately fit, especially for the most distant perforations. This is related to
the slightly different location of the microseismic event used for γ calibration.
The surprising disproportion between inverted γ value and value from sonic logs is most
probably due to the scale-effect. A vast difference in the frequency content of seismic waves
and acoustic logger makes those two methods sensible to different features of the rock, and
lower frequencies are prone to see bigger cracks.
4.2.5 Locating the perforation shots in horizontal plane
For a complete inspection of microseismic events location accuracy, also an insight into the
perforation shot locations in the offset-azimuth plane is necessary. Even though this subsection
does not contribute to the VTI velocity model building, it is added here for completeness.
Location in a horizontal plane is a combination of two independent inputs. First is an offset
that changes with different velocity models (already visible in Fig. 36). Second is an azimuth
towards the event estimated using a back-azimuth tracking procedure, not dependent on the
velocity model. Obtained locations in horizontal plane are presented in Fig. 38.

Fig. 38. A map view of stage-colored perforation shot locations in the best obtained model are marked
with stage-colored circles. The true locations of all 13 recorded perforations are marked with the yellow
diamonds, not-recorded are marked with the gray diamonds.

Fig. 39. Marginal probability density of microseismic events locations in the vertical plane aligned with the borehole trajectory, depth scale in TVD from
KB. The color scale of an event density provides a probability of on of 1385 events occurring at given coordinates. The borehole projection – yellow solid
line; perforation shots locations – yellow diamonds; receivers locations – green triangles; stratigraphic units intervals – white dashed lines.
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4.3 Locating the microseismic events
As a rule, the velocity model calibrated with perforation shots guarantees accurate microseismic
events locations in the area of model space where calibration was done. However, because of
the imperfect inversion solution, the locations will become less and less precise when moving
away from the calibrated areas. In this case, all available events of known locations were used
for model calibration to ensure the highest precision.
My model space for events location was limited to 800 m offset and 400 m in depth (from
the top receiver depth at 2615 to 3015 m). The best-resolved space within the model was the
area between offsets 250 and 600 m (stages 2 to 6) and limited in depth to the borehole vicinity.
Therefore, very deep or shallow located events, and events on far offsets from stages 2 and 3,
should be considered as least precise due to limited calibration data. However, most events were
expected to occur close to the densely perforated borehole intervals.
The microseismic events were already detected and picked, hence they were ready to be
located. For the purpose of probabilistic events location, Eq. (28) was used. I assumed the picking uncertainty for all events to be 3 samples (1.125 ms), which was 3 times more than for
perforation shots. The obtained anisotropic velocity model was used to locate all the identified
microseismic events. Even though more than 1400 events were located, some of them have to
be discarded, because of having unrealistic locations (e.g., too shallow) or poorly resolved, offthe-borehole azimuths. Finally, 1385 events were kept as a final catalog. Figure 39 shows
summed location probability density of all events in vertical cross-section and Fig. 40 as a map
view.

Fig. 40. A map view of marginal probability density of
microseismic events locations together with the borehole trajectory. The color
scale of an event density
provides a probability of one
of 1385 events occurring at
given coordinates. The borehole projection – yellow
solid line; perforation shots
locations – yellow diamonds; receivers location –
green triangle.

Fig. 41. Locations of stage-colored microseismic events scaled by Mw spanning from –3.6 to –2.0 in the vertical cross section aligned with the borehole
trajectory, depth scale in TVD from KB.
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Fig. 42. A map view of stage-colored
locations of microseismic events
scaled by Mw spanning from –3.6 to –
2.0 together with the borehole trajectory.

Fig. 43. Map of P-wave traveltime difference between the final velocity model (including fast velocity
Kopalino layer) and 4-layer model without it for the deepest receiver. The perforation shots used in the
inversion are marked in red diamonds, not used perforation shots are marked in gray diamonds, microseismic events located using the final model are marked with black dots, receivers are marked with green
triangles. A black dotted line marks the top of the fast Kopalino layer.
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Maps of the probability density of a single event location can be easily transformed into
a single point by finding the maximum value of the probability density. Such an approach gives
a clearer image and allows to scale the dots, still keeping the original information about location
uncertainty. The vertical locations scaled by moment magnitude Mw to emphasize dynamics of
the stimulation are shown in Fig. 41, the horizontal locations are shown in Fig. 42.
The sharp cut-off in the event locations with an upgoing trend is observed in the vertical
cross-section in the toe part of the well (Figs. 41 and 39). This is a clear indicator of the refraction regime caused by the fast, lowermost Kopalino layer. The area of the inverted Kopalino
layer refraction regime extent is shown in Fig. 43 in the form of traveltime difference map. It
might seem unrealistic; however, in the absence of the farthest jet perforation signal in the recorded wave field, no other data can provide additional constraints for lowering the basement
velocity more than was already done. In general, using jet perforations instead of conventional
shots within the peripheral stages limits the ray coverage of available shots significantly and
hinders the process of accurate velocity model inversion.
4.4 Evaluation of the stimulation performance
The stress direction was determined for both, the stimulated and monitoring boreholes, at the
borehole section located approximately 1000 m above the stimulated complex. The measured
NNW-SSE maximum horizontal stress direction (SHmax) (Bobek and Jarosiński 2018) is similar
to the regional trend in this part of the Baltic Basin (Jarosiński 2006). When compared with the
elongation of the Microseismic Volumes (MVs) of individual stages, it is clear that they are not
parallel to SHmax, as in the most typical instances. In such a case, pre-existing faults and fractures are expected to control the stimulation zone. Based on borehole cores and geophysical
logging data it is known (Bobek and Jarosiński 2018) that fracture system consists of two main
joint sub-vertical fracture sets of regional extent, J1 and J2, striking respectively in the azimuth
20° and 125° (Fig. 44a). Additionally, two diagonal sets, Jʹ and Jʺ, striking in the azimuth 80°
and 170°, are distinguished in the monitoring borehole. These fracture sets are not uniformly
distributed among lithological formations (Fig. 44b). The J2 set prevails in the Sasino Fm which
hosts the horizontal borehole segment. It also dominates the results of S-wave splitting measurement inversion presented in the next chapter, while the J1 set is more pronounced in the
Jantar formation. The Prabuty, Kopalino, and lower part of the Paslek formations almost lack
open fractures; therefore, they have the potential to create mechanical barriers. There is also
some evidence for transitional stress regime between strike-slip and normal faulting and for low
differential stress level in a range of 10 MPa (Bobek et al. 2017). The shape and range of individual microseismic clouds varies significantly among stages.
In the first unsuccessful stage, a minor stimulation effect was achieved. Locations of the
seismic events 10 m over the top of Sasino formation should be accounted for as velocity model
inaccuracy (visible in Fig. 36). The number of microseismic events with satisfactory S/N is
insufficient to determine the MV. Also, the Stage 2 of stimulation, in which 139 m3 of fluid
was used, was not completed. The elongated axis of microseismic events cloud is oblique to the
trend of SHmax, but consistent with a mean direction between the J2 and Jʹ, two main tectonic
fracture sets in the Sasino formation. It suggests reactivation of the pre-existing fractures as a
main effect of stimulation. In the vertical section, the compact cloud of the microseismic events
ranges by 20 m, similarly to the thickness of the Sasino formation. From the top and the bottom,
this formation is bounded by mechanical barriers with absence or scarce tectonic fractures.
In the Stage 3, after injection of 416 m3 fluid, the MV consists of two compact clouds of
events. The first, dispersed and circular in the horizontal plane, 120 m in diameter, is located
directly near the perforation cluster. The second covers the elongated MV from the Stage 2.
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Fig. 44. (a) Orientation of the sub-vertical fracture sets (joints) in the monitoring borehole and
the present-day maximum horizontal stress direction (SHmax). The green dashed line points to the
direction of the stimulated borehole horizontal
segment, and (b) fracture intensity profile for the
monitoring borehole. Depth scale in TVD from
KB. The formation is separated with the thick
black lines. The J1 fracture set is marked in green,
J2 in red, and in yellow. The lower Kopalino formation Jʹ + Jʺ with a complete lack of fractures
is not shown.
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Such distribution points to the lack of preferred direction of newly stimulated fractures and to
the leakage of the fluid into the previously stimulated zones. The vertical range of compact
circular cloud reached 40 m, similar to the thickness of the reservoir that comprises both Sasino
and Jantar prospective formations. In this case, the weak mechanical barrier of Prabuty formation was broken by increased volume and pressure of the fluid. Similarly to the Stage 2, the
tilted bottom of the MV below the perforations is influenced by the refraction regime of the
Kopalino layer.
In the Stage 4, the volume of fracturing fluid increased to 820 m3. The 400 m long cloud
of microseismic events is elongated in the direction parallel to the SHmax. However, the MV
could be again split into two parts: one adjacent to perforation and one covering the MV of the
Stage 3. Events propagate in time towards the Stage 3. In the vertical view, initial events stay
within the prospective complex of the Sasino and Jantar formations, but then progress up to the
upper Paslek formation, which acted as a barrier in the previous stages. Also, a few weak events
were located in the Kopalino formation, however not enough to consider that barrier as broken.
The bottom layer refraction regime still slightly influences the events’ locations towards the toe
part of the well, however toward the heel part events start to occur below the top of Kopalino.
In the Stage 5 of stimulation, the injection of 869 m3 of fluid developed elongated and
asymmetric MV. Its 300 m long axis is parallel to the strike of J2 fracture set and the trend of
nearby fault visible in 3D seismic data (Kowalski et al. 2014; Cyz and Malinowski 2018). Judging from the microseismic events appearance over time, stimulation started with the development of hydraulic fractures in the direction of the SHmax in the near-borehole zone, then
continued in the direction of the pre-existing tectonic fractures and probably small-scale faults.
In the vertical view, the range of MV is similar to the previous stage, with the individual events
located in both, Paslek and Kopalino formations. The influence of Kopalino refraction regime
is no longer visible.
In the Stage 6, the injection of 664 m3 of fluid caused similar effects as in the Stage 5 with
some minor differences that might result from lower fluid volume. In horizontal projection, the
cloud of microseismic events is almost circular with the longer axis span less than 200 m, while
the vertical extent is similar to the Stage 5.
The obtained locations of microseismic events create a relatively complex but comprehensive pattern that, in general, might be explained by natural factors. The elongation of the MVs
is mostly controlled by the J2 fracture set, which dominates in the Sasino formation and only
to a small extent influenced by horizontal stress direction. A high degree of MV penetration
towards the previous stages is explained by an oblique angle between the borehole and SHmax
direction (approx. 40°) enhanced by the trend of the reactivated J1 fracture set, parallel to the
direction of the horizontal borehole segment. In turn, the successive rise of the MV in vertical
plane among stages can be explained by the stress shadowing effect in the most intensively
stimulated formations (Warpinski and Branagan 1989; Zangeneh et al. 2015) and escape of the
fracturing fluid to the more relaxed Jantar and Paslek formations. The systematic rise of the
bottom of MV in the stages that are most distant from the monitoring borehole should be explained only by increasing the influence of the fast bottom layer refraction regime.
4.5 Conclusions from this chapter
In this chapter, I presented a complete workflow spanning from very initial data processing
using self-developed tools up to microseismic events mapping and providing the interpretation
of the treatment performance.
The most important part of my work in this chapter is an inversion of the VTI anisotropic
velocity model using limited data. Due to the absence of SH-wave onsets, it was impossible to
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retrieve Thomsen’s γ from the perforation shots records. Thus, I used the SH-waves of microseismic events located close to the perforations and retrieved γ from the SH-SV-wave delay
time. Finally, the successful inversion provided much more accurate perforation shot locations
(with mean RMS of mislocations only 7 m) than isotropic and Backus-averaged models, and
hence, allowed for the reliable location of microseismic events. The accurate locations allow
drawing conclusions about the evolution of fractures in the reservoir during the hydraulic stimulation. The most important observations are:
 most of the recorded microseismic events occur within the 40 m thick prospective
complex of the Sasino and Jantar formations meaning that the thin Prabuty formation was being predominantly broken;
 microseismic events tend to migrate into previously fractured intervals during the
ongoing stimulation;
 the Paslek formation was acting as a barrier in the initial stages of the treatment
while has been probably broken during the final 4, 5, and 6 stages;
 the Kopalino formation acts as a barrier for injected fluids throughout the whole
treatment;
 the J2 fracture set in the Sasino formation acts as a key factor in the stimulated
fracture propagation and influences the fracture openings more than the maximum
horizontal stress direction.
5. ESTIMATING FRACTURE PARAMETERS BASED ON SHEAR-WAVE
SPLITTING
This chapter presents research conducted on the same data set from the microseismic monitoring campaign performed during hydraulic stimulation in Lubocino 2H well. The experiment
geometry, geological setting, and data availability were described in the Introduction section.
The theory and details of used methods were described in Chapters 2 and 3. This chapter is an
elaborated version of Gajek et al. (2018c).
5.1 Data and SWS measurements
Most of the recorded events had clear, strong SH-wave arrivals, and weaker P-wave arrivals3.
SWS was visible on the majority of records – at least 1/3 of 1385 microseismic events had clear
SV-wave onsets. The anisotropy is manifested by a significant, stagevarying S-wave splitting
(up to 40 ms for some of the events), necessitating the use of an anisotropic velocity model for
the purpose of the microseismic event location. Example waveforms with both strong and weak
SWS are shown in Fig. 45. A 1D, 5-layer VTI model was built using traveltimes inversion of
13 perforation shots and selected microseismic events. Detected events were then located using
an inverted VTI velocity model and probabilistic location approach (see Chapter 4).
SWS measurements provide the polarization (φ) of the fast shear-wave and the time delay
(dt) between the two split shear modes (Wolfe and Silver 1998; Teanby et al. 2004). A measurement can be made for each source-receiver pair, resulting in a considerable amount of data
when geophone array is used to record hundreds of events. To deal with a large number of
measurements, I used the automated method described by Wuestefeld et al. (2010), which is
based in turn on that described by Teanby et al. (2004).
The workflow for a single measurement is presented in Fig. 46. Waveforms recorded by
a 3C sensor are rotated to the ray-frame coordinates (i.e., radial, transverse, vertical) in order to
minimize P-wave energy on the SH and SV components. Next, the SWS correction is applied,
For brevity, the qualifiers in “quasi P-wave” and “quasi S-waves” are omitted.

3
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Fig. 45. Waveforms from example microseismic events recorded by the 11 3C geophones. (a) An event
with strong SWS, producing significant time delays (19–37 ms) between fast and slow S-waves. The
event is located 450 m from the monitoring array. (b) An event with smaller amounts of SWS. The event
is located 305 m from the monitoring array. Picks are labeled on bottom traces.

Fig. 46. Example SWS result, showing the QC criteria used to assess the measurements. In (a) I plot the recorded waveforms in the ray-frame coordinates:
An effective rotation will ensure that P-wave energy is minimized on the SH and SV components. In (b) I plot the radial and transverse components prior to
and after the SWS correction has been applied: the SWS correction should minimize energy on the transverse component. In (c) I plot the S-wave arrivals in
the SWS fast- and slow-orientation coordinates, and the pre- and post-correction particle motion (a superposition of components plotted in (b) restricted to
the longest analysis window length): after correction, two matching waveforms should be found, resulting in a linearization of the particle motion. In (d) I
plot the error surface of the correction method as a function of delay time and fast direction, normalized such that the 95% confidence interval (highlighted
in bold) is valued one: a single, clear minimum point should be produced. In (e) I compare SWS results produced by altering the analysis windows within
the light- and dark-yellow bands of (a). A good result should be consistent regardless of the choice of the analysis window.
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resulting in linearization of the particle motion in a fastand slow-axes coordinate system
(Fig. 46c). The SWS correction is determined by applying all possible fast S-wave orientations
and time shifts and then retrieving the minimum error solution from a resulting error surface
(Fig. 46d). The analysis is performed for various-length S-wave windows to provide a stable
solution regardless of the window position and length (Fig. 46e). A more detailed description
of this workflow is described in Fig. 46 caption. To ensure good data quality, the acceptance
criteria defined by Teanby et al. (2004) were used to ensure that only robust SWS measurements
were taken forward for further analysis, including:
1) good event signal-to-noise ratio;
2) linear P-wave motion allowing a well-constrained rotation from geographical (NE- Z)
to ray-frame (P-SH-SV) coordinate system;
3) effective minimization of energy on the transverse component after the SWS correction
has been applied, resulting in linear post-correction particle motion, and matching postcorrection waveforms in a fast- and slow-S-wave coordinate system;
4) a single, tightly constrained minimum in the error surface;
5) consistent SWS results regardless of the choice of the analysis window start time and
length.
A high-quality result must fulfill all of these conditions. These criteria were first assessed
automatically by discarding results which evidently neglected any of these conditions. Then the
remaining SWS measurements were assessed manually via the inspection of plots such as the
one shown in Fig. 46.

Fig. 47. A map view of stage-colored
microseismic events locations with at
least one good-quality SWS measurement, scaled by the splitting magnitude.
Other microseismic events are marked
as black plus signs at the background.
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Fig. 48. Locations of stage-colored microseismic events with at least one good-quality SWS measurement, scaled by the splitting magnitude. Other microseismic events are marked as black plus signs at
the background. Cross section along the borehole trajectory. Primary and secondary target intervals with
enhanced TOC concentration are Sasino and Jantar, respectively.

Out of more than 14 000 SWS measurements (all registered events on each receiver), 561
were accepted as high-quality results under our strict acceptance criteria. The spatial distribution of microseismic events with a high-quality measurement on at least one trace is plotted in
Fig. 47 in map view and in Fig. 48 in a side view. Significant noise level restricted the number
of good measurements, especially for distant stages: only 4% of accepted measurements belong
to stages 1–3 (the most distant from the observation well). The accepted measurements had
approximately 35° wide azimuthal coverage and 35°–70° incidence angle coverage
(Fig. 49a,b). Most fast S-wave polarization angles are at 90° relative to the SV orientation; i.e.,
they are near-horizontal, as expected from a VTI system. However, significant numbers of
events do not have horizontal fast S-wave polarizations, and indeed the delay times for these
events are often larger than the delay times for those with horizontal polarizations (Fig. 49c).
These observations imply that the system is not solely VTI. Instead, such a signature can be
recognized as VTI fabric influenced by vertical fractures (Usher et al. 2015).
5.2 Inversion of SWS measurements for rock-physics parameters
A single measurement of dt and φ along a single ray-path is not sufficient to constrain the overall anisotropic symmetry system. Instead, a population of SWS measurements along a range of
ray-paths must be inverted to reveal the overall anisotropy. Typically, a rock-physics model,
assuming a particular anisotropic symmetry system, must be created, which is then compared
with the observations, with the best-fitting rock-physics model parameterization being taken as
the result (e.g. Verdon et al. 2009). In this case, I inverted measured fast polarization angles
and time delays for a background VTI fabric (Thomsen 2002) overprinted with a single set of
vertically aligned, unfilled, penny-shaped fractures (Hudson 1981), resulting in effective orthorhombic symmetry. The inversion is resolved for four free parameters of the effective orthorhombic medium between receivers and microseismic sources:
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Fig. 49. The SWS results for the good-quality measurements. (a) A histogram of P-wave back azimuths,
(b) a histogram of ray-path incidence angles, and (c) a histogram of the absolute value of the fast direction angles (relative to the SV orientation). Corresponding delay times are plotted on the secondary axis
with orange dots, and (d) dt ordered by event origin time (orange dots) and its statistics per stage. Consecutive stages are separated by the dashed line. Note the median and mean for Stage 5 overlap. The
population of measurements from stages 2 and 3 is insufficient to provide reliable statistics.

 the fracture density ξ and strike α of the vertical fracture set;
 Thomsen’s parameters describing the VTI rock fabric;
 with only S-wave data, δ and ε cannot be constrained independently; instead, a ratio
between δ and ε is resolved.
The inversion is performed following the method developed by Verdon et al. (2009) and Verdon and
Wüstefeld (2013), described in Chapter 2. When iterating over a parameter space (ξ, α, δ, and γ), the
elastic stiffness tensor providing velocities and polarizations of S-waves for any direction is computed
by solving a Christoffel equation, independent from Thomsen (1986) weak anisotropy assumption. The
background P- and S-wave velocities, VP0 , VS0 , and density are held constant through the model space.
Velocities are based on the VTI velocity model developed in Chapter 4, whereas the mean density was
taken from the well-log interval of interest.
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5.2.1 Inversion results
The inversion of SWS measurements for an orthorhombic rock-physics model without any prior
VTI fabric constraints resulted in unstable fracture parameters (strike α and crack density ξ).
Those parameters were not constrained because the relatively weaker azimuthal anisotropy did
not contribute significantly to the overall model due to limited azimuthal and incidence angle
data coverage (Verdon et al. 2009) and stronger VTI fabric that dominates the inversion over
the influence of cracks, due to relatively weak azimuthal anisotropy (Gajek et al. 2017).
However, the VTI fabric has already been observed by other geophysical methods, including:
 3D VTI pre-stack depth migration velocity model (Kowalski et al. 2014) from a
coincident 3D seismic survey, for which γ was derived using empirical relation to
ε (Wang 2001);
 Backus-averaged well-logs – a benchmark model for the VTI velocity model inversion from microseismic data. Sonic, density, and natural gamma logs were used to
obtain the vertical velocities VP0 and VS0, and to derive Thomsen’s parameters
(Thomsen 1986). Those parameters were downscaled to 200 Hz using a Backusaveraging scheme (Backus 1962);
 the VTI velocity model inverted for microseismic event location in Chapter 4.
The inverted VTI parameters for the three models are listed in Table 10. There is some
disagreement between the prior VTI measurements. I, therefore, explored the effect on the fracture parameters (α and ξ) inverted from SWS measurements when the VTI fabric is fixed, doing
this using each of the VTI fabrics determined from each of the geophysical methods (reflection
seismic, well-log, microseismic).
I found that inversions for fracture strikes and densities are well constrained and consistent
within the range of possible VTI parameters defined by the seismic, well log, and microseismic
observations. Obtained fracture strikes were ranging between 102° and 108°, and fracture densities between 0.09 and 0.14, respectively (Fig. 50).
Table 10
Comparison of the input VTI parameters as derived from three geophysical methods
and the resulting best-fit values for fracture strike and fracture density
Input model

Input

Results

Surface seismic Backus-averaged well log

Microseismic

Epsilon ε
Gamma γ

0.17
0.15

0.14
0.14

0.15
0.27

Delta δ

0.11

0.02

0.02

Fracture strike α
Fracture density ξ

102°
0.09

108°
0.14

102°
0.10

5.2.2 Discussion
I assumed a VTI medium influenced by vertical cracks after judging from S-wave delay times
and corresponding incidence angle (Fig. 49). However, for particular solely VTI settings, the
SV-wave can propagate faster than SH-wave towards particular directions (Thomsen 1986).
Nevertheless, I excluded this possibility basing on a synthetic model of SH- and SV-wave velocities in a VTI medium (Fig. 51). Two scenarios for the strongest (γ = 0.27) and the weakest
(γ = 0.14) anisotropy among finally obtained models (Table 10) were tested, with common pa-
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Fig. 50. Upper hemisphere projections of measured SWS data (white ticks) and the best fitting rock
physics models (black ticks and background contours). Tick position indicates the azimuth and inclination of the ray-path, tick orientation indicates the fast shear-wave polarization, and colors and tick mark
lengths indicate the magnitude of anisotropy. In (a) I show the result using the background VTI parameters derived from reflection seismic data, while (b) shows the same data zoomed in to the red box
marked in (a), allowing the data to be inspected in more detail. In (c) and (d) I show the same for the
case with background VTI parameters derived from the Backus-averaged well log, and in (e) and (f) I
show the same for the case with background VTI parameters derived from the microseismic location
velocity model.
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Fig. 51. Velocity (independent of γ) marked in the red solid line; SH-wave velocity for the higher anisotropy scenario (γ = 0.27) marked in the solid black line; SH-wave velocity for the lower anisotropy
scenario (γ = 0.14) marked in the dashed blue line. In the background, a histogram of ray-path incidence
angles of observation well at the toe end of the registered microseismic events is presented (right ordinate) indicating the range of incidence angles sampled by SWS measurements.

Fig. 52. Normalized misfit between the observed SWS and model values as a function of fracture density
and strike, with background VTI parameters determined by (a) reflection seismic data, (b) Backus-averaged well log, and (c) the microseismic event location velocity model. The best-fit model in each case
is marked by the red +, the green-edged dots mark the model parameters sampled by the neighborhood
algorithm while searching for the best-fit model, and the contours represent smoothed misfit surfaces
fitted to these sample points, with the solid black line delineating the 95% confidence interval.

rameters: VS0 = 2400 m/s, ε = 0.15, δ = 0.02. For this particular VTI media, the SV-wave can
be slightly faster than SH-wave in case of the lower anisotropy scenario. However, in the range
of incidence angles sampled by SWS measurements, the SH-wave velocity prevails, hence, the
assumption of VTI fabric with vertical cracks remains valid.
The observation well is close to the heel of the injection well, while the fracturing stages
proceeded from the toe to the heel, as is common practice during hydraulic fracturing operations. Such geometry promotes the influence of the final stages of the stimulation by limiting
the number of events from initial stages due to the S/N decay with the distance (Fig. 48). What’s
more, it limits the available azimuthal coverage of splitting measurements where the maximum
azimuthal span is provided mostly by events within the closest, i.e., final stages (Fig. 47). Consequently, the unconstrained inversion of rock-physics parameters did not produce a stable result. The inversion became well-resolved after fixing the model’s VTI parameters. The
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geophysical data sources used to constrain the inversion vary significantly in scale from seismic
frequencies, through microseismic frequencies, and up to sonic logs (downscaled to 200 Hz by
Backus averaging). Nevertheless, the obtained fractures strike and fracture density were constrained well for all three models (Fig. 52).
The fracture strike of 102°–108° obtained using SWS data is close to the ca. 125° strike of
the J2 fracture set obtained from XRMI log interpretation presented in Fig. 53 (Bobek and Jarosiński 2018). The J2 set has biggest contribution to the interval influencing SWS measurements
and dominates in the Sasino formation (see Fig. 44b). It also contributes to the azimuthal anisotropy as detected by 3D wide-azimuth P-wave seismic data (Cyz and Malinowski 2018),
where similar fracture strikes were inferred (Fig. 54). Estimated fracture strike can be influenced by a secondary fracture set J’ striking approximately 80°; however, trying to invert for
two fracture sets did not result in any stable strike of second fracture set.
The imaged direction differs by 45°–50° from the in-situ regional maximum horizontal
stress orientation, which has an azimuth of ca. 155° (Jarosiński 2005). This indicates that the
SWS measurements are imaging pre-existing natural fractures rather than new fractures created
during stimulation, which would be expected to strike parallel to the maximum horizontal
stress. However, this is to be expected when the geometry of observation and injection wells is
considered: the ray paths from each of the stages are predominantly through the un-stimulated
rock ahead (i.e. “heel-wards”) of the stimulation stages, and therefore can only image the preexisting natural fractures.
Baird et al. (2017) showed how the anisotropic system could change as hydraulic fracturing
proceeds and ray-paths switch from propagation through unstimulated rock to rocks that have
been stimulated, resulting in a change in the dominant fracture strike from that of the pre-existing fractures to that of the present-day maximum horizontal stress direction (and the presumed
orientation of the hydraulic fractures). Baird et al. (2017) also noted an increase in the fracture
compliance ratio (ZN/ZT) representing the change from partially filled and poorly-connected old
fractures to the “clean”, well-connected new hydraulic fractures (Schoenberg and Sayers 1995).
To replicate such measurements, ray-paths through the already-stimulated volumes are required, which in turn would require an observation well at the toe end of the injection well for
this particular well configuration.

Fig. 53. Orientation of the subvertical fracture sets (joints) in the monitoring borehole
obtained from XRMI log interpretation
(the interval contributing to SWS measurements), the present-day maximum horizontal stress direction (SHmax), and the
estimated fracture strike. The dashed green
line points to the direction of the stimulated borehole horizontal segment.
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Fig. 54. Map of the seismic azimuthal anisotropy orientation and magnitude averaged over Jantar,
Prabuty, and Sasino formations obtained from the amplitude versus azimuth (AVAZ) analysis. Lines
indicating fracture strike are color-coded by the magnitude of azimuthal anisotropy obtained from the
azimuth-dependent analysis of reflection coefficients observed in reflection seismic data (Cyz and Malinowski 2018). A value of 0 indicates that no anisotropy was observed.

5.3 Conclusions from this chapter
In this chapter, I used SWS observations and results from the previous chapter to invert orthorhombic stiffness tensor and estimate the parameters of fractures within the stimulated rock
volume.
During the pilot hydraulic stimulation, significant SWS has been identified at the records
of many microseismic events, indicating a presence of the anisotropy on the ray-path between
receivers and the stimulated reservoir zone. After locating the events using the VTI velocity
model, I took measurements of dt and φ on available records and performed a qualitative analysis of the measurements. Next, I have inverted the measurements for orthorhombic stiffness
tensor and extracted fracture parameters. Inversion results show that the orthorhombic anisotropy of the stimulated shale is dominated by the VTI fabric overprinted by weaker azimuthal
anisotropy. Therefore, the SWS phenomenon occurring in the microseismic records may be
utilized to measure the azimuthal anisotropy and estimate fracture density and their orientation
within the reservoir.
The imprint of the VTI fabric makes the inversion for fracture parameters more challenging
than it otherwise would be. However, by incorporating constraints on VTI parameters from
other geophysical measurements, such as reflection seismic and borehole logs, I was able to
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invert the observed SWS measurements for a well-constrained estimate of fracture strike of
102°–108° with fracture density of 0.09–0.14.
The resulting fracture strike corresponds to the orientation of pre-existing fracture set J2
obtained from the XRMI log and from the analysis of the surface seismic data. The J2 set, as
indicated in the previous chapter, dominates the fracture propagation and influences the fracture
openings more than the maximum horizontal stress direction.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, I presented a set of techniques for subsurface characterization which enhance
downhole microseismic monitoring performance in the context of hydraulic fracturing for a
single vertical observation borehole geometry. The most important is the methodology of the
VTI anisotropic velocity model traveltime-based inversion, which uses all P-, SH-, and SVwaves present in anisotropic media, which most often is a case in the shale gas-related applications. Moreover, I provided a benchmark of proposed inversion methodology towards field applicability during ongoing hydraulic fracturing operations.
Secondly, I presented a technique of a probabilistic event location algorithm allowing for
a reliable assessment of a stimulation performance. This approach results in a 3D probability
density function distribution used for the events’ location, due to accounting independently for
uncertainties in both offset-depth and azimuth planes. Also, I included the description of fundamental and state of the art methodologies from fields of applied seismology and downhole
microseismic monitoring.
I demonstrated applications of developed techniques to the field data from the hydraulic
fracturing monitoring campaign in Lower Paleozoic shale resource play in northern Poland,
preceded by a complete workflow for microseismic data processing. The VTI anisotropic velocity model inversion provided means for seismic velocities and anisotropy estimation, and
hence, accurate mapping of microseismic events induced during a treatment. The obtained accurate locations, supplemented by individual 3D uncertainty distributions, allowed to delineate
the extent of the cloud of microseismic events. Therefore, it allowed obtaining information on
the Microseismic Volume (geological formations being fractured) and the effectiveness of hydraulic treatment.
Next, thanks to a reliable mapping of induced microseismicity, the SWS analysis could be
successfully utilized to detect pre-existing fractures set most-probably controlling the development of induced fractures in the stimulated reservoir. The adopted methodology for fracture
characterization based on SWS observations allowed to measure the azimuthal anisotropy and
estimate fracture density together with their orientation within the reservoir (between the recording antenna and stimulated zone). Inverting the orthorhombic stiffness tensor by supplementing the VTI model with SWS observations of HTI anisotropy provided a complete
description of the reservoir zone of interest, despite the challenging observation environment.
Thanks to combining microseismic observations with the information provided by other methods, weaker HTI anisotropy dominated by VTI fabric was overcome to provide well-resolved
information about the fracture system, regardless of narrow-azimuth observation geometry.
According to my judgment, both synthetic and real data examples included in this thesis
validated both hypotheses which initiated this research.
Demonstrated synthetic studies proved that accounting for anisotropy during a process of
velocity model building enhances the accuracy of microseismic event locations. Moreover,
comparisons of microseismic event location error in anisotropic and isotropic velocity models
showed the superiority of anisotropic approach (even with limited data) over various isotropic
approaches.
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Also, the case study presented in Chapter 5 successfully utilized the SWS phenomenon
present in the microseismic records to estimate fracture density and their orientation within the
analyzed shale gas reservoir. The obtained fracture orientation corresponded to the orientation
interpreted from borehole XRMI data and surface seismic survey.
Even though SWS may be very useful for subsurface characterization in terms of fractures
and anisotropy imaging, a suitable monitoring geometry is required to extract desired features
of the subsurface. For example, when the same geometry of observation and injection wells as
in the presented case study is considered, SWS measurements are imaging pre-existing natural
fractures since seismic waves travel predominantly through the un-stimulated rock ahead (i.e.
“heel-wards”). On the other hand, in order to observe how the anisotropic system can change
as hydraulic fracturing proceeds (e.g., new fracture opening, change in the dominant fracture
strike, fracture connectivity, saturation) ray-paths through the already-stimulated volumes are
necessary. It requires an observation well at the toe-end of the injection well in case of this
particular well configuration.
Described techniques together build up a comprehensive set of tools that can be applied in
the industry practice for improving the quality of a final microseismic monitoring interpretation.
Moreover, the included benchmark of a new technique of traveltime-based VTI anisotropic
velocity model inversion showed, that it is feasible to become a nearreal- time on-site implementation during ongoing microseismic monitoring of hydraulic fracturing.
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